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F O R E W O R D

Dear Readers,

Demos means “the people” of a nation, and it is the root word of 
democracy. Yet the diverse members of our extraordinary American 
demos have never enjoyed equal access to the rights and freedoms of 
democracy. Our founders set out the aspiration for a democracy where 
everyone had an equal say, but it has taken movements of people over 
generations to expand the promise of full citizenship to all Americans, 
from the Reconstruction Amendments, through women’s suffrage, the 
Voting Rights Act, the 26th Amendment, and beyond. In many ways, 
America’s history has been a march towards greater political equality.

Today, that struggle continues. After the election of our first African 
American president and record levels of voting by people of color, reac-
tionary politicians have erected more barriers for citizens than we have 
seen in 40 years. Today, voting freedoms of millions of Americans are 
unduly burdened or denied altogether and millions of aspiring citizens 
await their own chance to have a vote—leaving America with an elector-
ate that is not at all representative of our diverse demos. 

At the same time that the rights of citizenship are becoming more 
difficult to attain, the Supreme Court’s dismantling of campaign finance 
rules has led to the hollowing out of the ultimate promise of citizenship: 
a say over the policies that shape our lives. Demos’ 2013 report Stacked 
Deck: How the Dominance of Politics by the Affluent and Business Un-
dermines Economic Mobility in America revealed that the dominance 
of politics by the wealthy and organized business interests has left the 
majority of Americans with little to no independent influence over 
policy, particularly unable to win reforms that would improve economic 
mobility at a time of worsening inequality. Stacked Deck sounded 
the alarm about a growing class of super-citizens, whose increasing 
influence contrasted jarringly with the diminished citizenship rights of 
so many Americans of color.

This follow-up report, Stacked Deck: How the Racial Bias in Our Big 
Money Political System Undermines Our Democracy and Our Economy, 
reveals how the distortions of money in politics also hold back the 
policies that would advance racial equity and fulfill the promise of a 
multiracial democracy. It finds that a campaign system dominated by 
a narrow set of donors who are overwhelmingly (at least 90 percent) 
white diminishes the importance of communities of color to our elected 
officials as a whole. Underrepresented in government and among the 
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wealthy interests with the most access to government, African 
Americans, Latinos, Asian Americans and Native Americans are 
less able to win policies that would improve their communities, on 
issues from fair lending to criminal justice. A provocative implica-
tion of the report’s findings is that the leadership of the movement 
for a representative democracy must itself be more representative, a 
challenge that we at Demos are taking up directly through new part-
nerships with racial and economic justice organizations. 

At Demos, we believe that our great diversity is what makes the 
experiment of American democracy a beautifully radical one, and 
one that is far from finished. The conclusions of this report call on 
us to admit that designing a system of campaign finance that is not 
biased by race or class is not only fair, but it is the only way that 
America can truly be a democracy—with a government of, by, and 
for all the people.

    Heather C. McGhee
    President 
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

O ne hundred and fifty years after the Reconstruction 
Amendments and more than a generation after the 
civil rights revolution, achieving true racial equity 
remains a central challenge of our time. Both structur-

al barriers and racially biased policies contribute to a racial wealth 
and income gap that is higher today than at any point since the 
Federal Reserve began tracking it 30 years ago. And the drive for 
racial equity in America faces a serious headwind: the role of private 
wealth and big business in our political system. The undemocratic 
role of big money is especially exclusionary for people of color, who 
are severely underrepresented in the “donor class” whose large con-
tributions fuel campaigns and therefore set the agendas in Washing-
ton and state capitals across the country. 

Race intersects with our big money system in two important 
ways. First, because donor and corporate interests often diverge 
significantly from those of working families on economic policies 
such as the minimum wage and paid sick leave, people of color are 
disproportionately harmed because a larger percentage are poor 
or working class. Second, and more profound, our nation’s legacy 
of racism and persistently racialized politics depresses the political 
power of people of color, creating opportunities for exploitation 
and targeting—exemplified by the subprime lending crisis, mass 
incarceration, and voter suppression laws. The dominance of big 
money in our politics makes it far harder for people of color to exert 
political power and effectively advocate for their interests as both 
wealth and power are consolidated by a small, very white, share of 
the population.

Summarized below are this study’s findings on (1) the racial bias 
inherent in our big-money political system; (2) our policy recom-
mendations on how to make government more responsive to all 
people; and (3) five case studies detailing the real-world impact of 
money in politics on people of color and examples of how to shift 
power from wealthy interests to all voters.
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THE RACIAL BIAS INHERENT 
IN OUR BIG-MONEY POLITICAL SYSTEM

• Recent research has demonstrated that a) the rich have 
different policy preferences than the general public; and b) the 
government is sharply more responsive to the preferences of the 
wealthy than to those of the average voter.

• The economic bias in our political system creates and sustains 
similar racial bias because the donor class as a whole and 
campaign contributors specifically are overwhelmingly white; 
and because the policy preferences of people of color are much 
more similar to those of the rest of the general public than to 
those of the rich. 

• The top 10 percent of wealth holders are more than 90 
percent white, whereas the rest of the country is less 
than 70 percent white.

• A significant majority of campaign money at the federal 
and state levels comes from a small number of elite 
donors (less than 1 percent of the population) making 
large contributions (of $1,000 or more).

• More than 90 percent of $200+ federal contributions 
in the 2012 election cycle came from majority white 
neighborhoods.

• When asked whether it’s more important to create jobs 
or hold down the deficit, people of color agree with 
lower-income Americans that creating jobs is the clear 
priority, whereas the wealthy have the opposite view. 

• Elections funded primarily by wealthy, white donors mean that 
candidates as a whole are less likely to prioritize the needs of 
people of color; and that candidates of color are less likely to 
run for elected office, raise less money when they do, and are 
less likely to win. Ultimately, people of color are not adequately 
represented by elected officials. 

• A recent study of black candidate success concluded 
that “the underrepresentation of blacks is driven by 
constraints on their entry onto the ballot” and that 
the level of resources in the black community is “an 
important factor for shaping the size of the black 
candidate pool.”
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• Candidates of color raised 47 percent less money than white 
candidates in 2006 state legislative races, and 64 percent less in 
the South.

• Latino candidates for state House raised less money than non-
Latinos in 67 percent of the states where Latinos ran in the 2004 
election cycle.

• In a typical election cycle, 90 percent or more of the candidates 
who raise the most money win their races.

• Ninety percent of our elected leaders are white, despite the fact 
that people of color are 37 percent of the U.S. population.

• Latinos and Asians are more than 22 percent of the population, 
but hold fewer than 2 percent of the elected positions 
nationwide.

• In 2009, just 9 percent of all state legislators were African 
American and 3 percent Latino, compared with 13.5 percent 
and 15.4 percent of the total population, respectively.

• In a 2011 study, researchers found that white state legislators 
of both major political parties were less likely to reply to letters 
received from assumed constituents with apparently African 
American names (like “DeShawn Jackson”).

• Record corporate political spending on election campaigns and 
lobbying has amplified the political exclusion of people of color.

• The policy outcomes resulting from this big-money campaign 
finance system fail to address the needs of people of color, 
and in some cases actively restrict progress on racial equity in 
America.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The pathway to a fairer country is through a stronger democracy. 

A key to promoting economic mobility and racial justice for people 
of color is to give these communities more say over the decisions 
that affect their daily lives. 

To accomplish this we need to both curb the influence of the 
wealthy, white “donor class” and amplify the voices of all Americans, 
including people of color, so that elected officials will listen to and 
work for all of their constituents, not just a privileged few. This 
requires reclaiming our Constitution from a runaway Supreme 
Court and matching small political contributions with public funds.

Restoring Our Constitution
In cases such as Buckley v. Valeo, Citizens United v. FEC, and 

McCutcheon v. FEC, the Supreme Court has stepped in to dismantle 
democratically-enacted policies intended to prevent wealthy 
interests from translating economic might directly into political 
power.

• We can transform the Supreme Court’s approach to money 
in politics so the Court overturns its own bad decisions—
just like the justices have reversed course on New Deal 
economic protections, racial segregation, LGBT rights, and 
more. We can accomplish this by developing and promoting 
robust interpretive frameworks that go beyond fighting 
corruption as compelling values that our Constitution 
protects; mobilizing allies across the political spectrum and 
within the legal community to support these ideas; ensuring 
that newly appointed justices share the public’s common-
sense understanding of the role that money should play 
in our electoral system; passing cutting-edge laws at the 
state and local levels; and fighting back in the courts to 
establish an enduring interpretation of the Constitution that 
empowers the people to pass sensible limits on the use of 
big money.

• We can amend the Constitution to clarify that the people 
have the power to rein in the influence of big money.  

Matching Small Contributions with Public Funds
The best way to encourage candidates to listen to constituents and 

help people of color have their voices heard in the political process is 
to match small contributions with public funds.
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• Matching small contributions six-to-one or more and 
providing a voucher or tax credit to small donors can 
encourage millions of Americans to participate through $25 or 
$50 contributions that actually matter, providing the incentive 
for candidates to reach out to—and listen to—average voters, 
not just big donors.

• Studies of New York City’s matching system and similar grant-
based systems in Arizona and Connecticut have shown that 
such programs can significantly increase the diversity of the 
donor base and help more candidates of color run for office 
and win elections.

• The Government By the People Act (H.R.20) and the Fair 
Elections Now Act (S.2023) are leading proposals to bring a 
small donor matching system to the federal level.

GROWING MOMENTUM
Fundamental change is always difficult to achieve, but momentum 

is growing for several reasons. The silver lining of the Supreme Court’s 
extreme interventions on money in politics has been unprecedented 
public awareness and concern. A growing list of civil rights, environ-
mental, workers’ rights and other progressive organizations are coming 
together to embrace the insight that enacting transformative change 
around their first priority issues requires strengthening our democracy 
and reducing the role of big money. Public support for common sense 
solutions remains exceptionally strong across party and ideological 
lines. There have been important recent victories, with the prospects 
for bigger wins on the horizon. Together, these factors provide real 
cause for optimism in the face of a daunting problem.

CASE STUDIES ON MONEY IN POLITICS 
AND RACIAL EQUIT Y

Three case studies demonstrate how big money thwarts progress on 
racial equity; a fourth shows how a fairer system for electing public 
officials can lead to policies that better serve our communities; and a 
fifth tells the story of how a community-based organization is building 
the power of people of color to fight back. And, the stories illustrate 
the two basic ways race interacts with our big money system.  The first 
two case studies examine how the power of big money combined with 
systemic racism has fueled two of the most destructive policies targeted 
toward people of color: the prison industrial complex and predatory 
mortgage lending.  The third and fourth case studies examine two 
ostensibly race-neutral policies—the minimum wage and paid sick 
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days—that have disproportionate impact on the lives of people of 
color, who are over-represented among the working class.

• Private Prisons and Incarceration. Incarceration in the U.S. 
has increased by 500 percent over the past three decades, 
with people of color vastly over-represented in our nation’s 
prisons and jails. This is the result of policies that have put 
more people in jail for longer sentences despite dropping 
crime rates, policies boosting the bottom line of the growing 
private prison industry.

• The Subprime Lending Crisis. Because of rampant 
discriminatory lending practices, the subprime-lending 
crisis hit people of color especially hard. Banks and other 
mortgage lenders used millions of dollars of political 
contributions and lobbying to weaken and circumvent 
consumer-friendly regulations, resulting in the largest loss 
of wealth in communities of color in American history.

• The Minimum Wage. The federal minimum wage has 
remained stagnant, losing real value over the past several 
decades. Raising the wage to $10.10 an hour would lift 
more than 3.5 million workers of color out of poverty, but 
Congress has instead prioritized policies favored by the 
wealthy.

• Paid Sick Leave. The U.S. is one of the only prosperous 
democracies that does not guarantee even minimal paid 
sick leave to all employees, which would improve public 
health and disproportionately benefit Latino workers. A 
paid sick leave proposal was bottled up in the Connecticut 
legislature until the state passed a “fair elections” system 
that enabled candidates to run for office without depending 
upon wealthy donors and special interests. Following this 
change, Connecticut became the first state in the nation to 
guarantee paid sick leave.

• Voting Rights in Minnesota. TakeAction Minnesota recently 
demonstrated how organizing in communities of color can 
help defeat restrictions on the freedom to vote. Now, as they 
turn to expanding the franchise for formerly incarcerated 
people, TakeAction and its allies are building power for a 
multi-year strategy that connects voting rights and money 
in politics, breaking down silos and continuing to build the 
movement for a fairer and more inclusive democracy.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

T he one ideal that nearly all Americans can agree upon is that 
through hard work and determination everyone should have 
a chance to improve her life circumstances regardless of race, 
gender, or class. At the same time, Americans strongly believe 

in political equality—the notion that civic life should be a level playing 
field and everyone should have an equal voice in the decisions that 
affect their lives. Yet today, there is widespread recognition that our 
nation is not living up to either of these cornerstone ideals. 

New research demonstrates that economic inequality is deepening1 
and that this trend is likely to continue without aggressive interven-
tion.2 This widening gulf between the rich and the rest of us, combined 
with lax rules that facilitate the direct translation of economic might 
into political power, has produced a system in which our government 
is sharply more responsive to the needs and priorities of the wealthy 
than to the public as a whole—a system that appears to more closely 
resemble a plutocracy or an oligarchy than a government of, by, and for 
the people.3

People of color experience this gap between our ideals and our 
reality even more sharply than do white Americans, as the histori-
cal legacy of exclusion from both our economy and our democracy 
remains deeply embedded in current social and economic structures. 
Both structural barriers and biased policies contribute to a racial 
wealth and income gap that is higher today than at any point since 
the Federal Reserve began tracking it 30 years ago.4 Mass incarcera-
tion—driven by a misguided drug war—has ravaged entire communi-
ties.5 And, people of color face daily indignities from racist “stop and 
frisk” style policing,6 with the increasing militarization of local law 
enforcement driving up the stakes of each encounter.7 One hundred 
and fifty years after the Reconstruction Amendments and more than a 
generation after the civil rights revolution, achieving true racial equity 
remains a central challenge of our time.

But the drive for racial equity in America faces a serious headwind: 
the role of private wealth and big business in our political system. The 
undemocratic role of big money is especially exclusionary for people of 
color, who are severely underrepresented in the “donor class”8 whose 
large contributions fuel campaigns and therefore set the agendas in 
Washington and state capitals across the country.

Money and politics have been linked since the beginning of our 
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republic. Concentrated private wealth has long played an outsized 
role in our electoral and political systems, and politics has long been 
a rich man’s game. For example, over the past two centuries only 
two percent of members of Congress have come from working class 
backgrounds.9 And, in 2002, congressional candidates received the 
majority of the money they raised from individuals in contributions 
of at least $1,000—from just 0.09 percent of the population.10 

The American people are well aware of the undemocratic role of 
big money in our political system and throughout our history have 
taken concerted action to mitigate its effects.11 But, time and again, 
the Supreme Court has stepped in to eviscerate basic protections 
against translating wealth directly into political power.12 In 1976, the 
Court struck key provisions of Congress’s post-Watergate reform 
law and signaled its skepticism of policies intended to limit the role 
of big money.13 Two recent rulings, Citizens United v. FEC14 and 
McCutcheon v. FEC,15 have opened the door to unlimited outside 
spending by billionaires and corporations, and shifted the balance of 
power in candidate fundraising even more sharply towards the elite 
“donor class” and away from ordinary citizens.16 These cases have 
made a bad situation far worse, with large majorities of Americans 
correctly perceiving that government is far more responsive to the 
priorities of the narrow donor class than to the needs of the general 
public.17

The consequences have been severe. In our 2013 report Stacked 
Deck: How the Dominance of Politics by the Affluent and Business 
Undermines Economic Mobility in America, Demos examined 
how deficits in our democracy lead to policies that benefit the 
already-rich, stalling economic mobility and undermining basic 
economic security for working families struggling to stay afloat.18 
This report focuses specifically on how our big money system holds 
back the cause of racial justice, by examining the disproportionate 
damage political and economic inequality has wrought in communi-
ties of color.

Race intersects with our big money system in two important 
ways. First, race intensifies the exclusion of people of color because 
they are less affluent, on average, than whites. The interests of large 
donors and major corporations often diverge significantly from 
those of working families on core economic policies, and when 
government is more responsive to the donor class, people of color 
are disproportionately harmed.  Second, and more profound, our 
nation’s legacy of racism and persistently racialized politics creates 
opportunities for exploitation. The dominance of big money in our 

http://www.demos.org/stacked-deck-how-dominance-politics-affluent-business-undermines-economic-mobility-america
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politics restrains the political power of people of color, making it 
harder to push back successfully against attacks on historically mar-
ginalized communities.

We begin the report by analyzing how our big money campaign 
finance system entrenches political inequality for people of color, 
marginalizing the voices of communities that have already faced 
countless barriers to full and equal participation in our political 
system. We then provide concrete policy recommendations for 
forging a democracy in which the strength of one’s voice does not 
depend upon the size of her wallet.

Finally, we examine the role that money in politics plays in five 
specific areas of policymaking that have profoundly and dispropor-
tionately affected people of color: 1) the growth of the private prison 
industrial complex; 2) the subprime lending crisis; 3) the stagnant 
minimum wage; 4) the recent passage of paid sick leave legislation in 
Connecticut after the enactment of publicly funded elections; and 5) 
the fight to protect basic voting rights. 

These case studies illustrate the distinct ways in which race in-
tersects with our big money system. The first two examine how the 
power of big money combined with systemic racism has fueled two 
of the most destructive policies targeted toward people of color. 
The third and fourth stories examine generally applicable policies 
that may not be a direct result of clear racial targeting and yet have 
had disproportionate impact on the lives of people of color, who are 
over-represented among the poor and working class. In addition, the 
Connecticut paid sick days example shows what we can accomplish 
when our elected officials have the opportunity to run for office by 
appealing to ordinary voters, not just wealthy donors and special 
interests; and the final story demonstrates how organizing in com-
munities of color to protect the freedom to vote can build long-term 
power to address the role of money in politics.

The goal is to connect the dots and make explicitly clear what 
many already suspect or feel: that our political system underserves 
communities of color; that the outsized role of large campaign con-
tributions from a small number of wealthy, white contributors is a 
key reason; and that solving this problem is a critical component in 
the larger drive for racial equity in America.

Let us be clear: people of color have always been underserved 
by the political structures in the United States; that is nothing new. 
What is novel, and dangerous, is how comprehensively wealth has 
come to dominate our politics, how easily and smoothly business 
elites and other wealthy interests are able to translate economic 
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might into political power. We are caught in a vicious cycle in which 
the rich pour money into elections; secure political power; and write 
rules that keep themselves wealthy and the rest of us struggling 
to get ahead. This is a cycle that builds upon itself in a dangerous 
feedback loop. And, it’s a cycle that freezes out people of color and 
entrenches existing hierarchies based upon centuries of race-based 
oppression.

This is an old problem with new urgency. Solving it remains part 
of the unfinished business of the civil and voting rights movement.19
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T H E  R A C I A L  B I A S  I N H E R E N T 
I N  O U R  B I G-M O N E Y  P O L I T I C A L  S Y S T E M

T he initial Stacked Deck report highlights how affluent and 
business interests dominate both political participation 
and campaign spending, and as a result are able to set the 
policy agendas in Congress and state capitols, and translate 

their priorities into actual legislation—policies that benefit the al-
ready-wealthy at the expense of building a strong and diverse middle 
class. The key elements of this story are that a) the rich have different 
policy preferences than the general public, and do not prioritize 
policies that support economic mobility; and b) the government is 
sharply more responsive to the preferences of the wealthy than to 
those of the average voter.

Princeton scholar Martin Gilens examined the connection 
between public preferences and policy outcomes in his important 
2012 book Affluence and Influence, and he concluded that:

The American government does respond to the public’s pref-
erences, but that responsiveness is strongly tilted toward 
the most affluent citizens. Indeed, under most circum-
stances, the preferences of the vast majority of Americans 
appear to have essentially no impact on which policies 
the government does or doesn’t adopt. . . . .The complete 
lack of government responsiveness to the preferences of 
the poor is disturbing and seems consistent only with the 
most cynical views of American politics . . . . [M]edian 
income Americans fare no better than the poor when their 
policy preferences diverge from those of the well-off.20

Strikingly, when the preferences of the top 10 percent of income 
earners diverge from the rest of us, the 10 percent trumps the 90 
percent. And, as Larry Bartels wrote in his 2008 study Unequal 
Democracy, “the preferences of people in the bottom third of the 
income distribution have no apparent impact on the behavior of 
their elected officials.”21 

More recent research by Gilens and the Northwestern political 
scientist Benjamin Page has confirmed this troubling conclusion. 
Gilens and Page find that “economic elites and organized groups 
representing business interests have substantial independent impacts 
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on U.S. government policy, while mass-based interest groups and 
average citizens have little or no independent influence.”22 They 
conclude that “[i]n the United States…the majority does not rule—at 
least in the causal sense of actually determining policy outcomes.”23

THE DONOR CL ASS IS OVERWHELMINGLY WHITE
While this bias toward the rich is troubling for all Americans, the 

concern is amplified for communities of color. Due to historical and 
persistent structural inequalities, people of color are underrepresent-
ed among the wealthy who drive policy outcomes and over-repre-
sented in the bottom third of the income distribution—the millions 
of people who Bartels finds have no discernable influence on the 
policies that affect their lives. More than half of African American 
households and close to half of Latino households have incomes that 
put them at the bottom third of the income distribution (see Figure 1). 

In contrast, the top income strata are overwhelmingly white. 
The top one percent of income earners are more than 90 percent 
white, and the top 10 percent are approximately 85 percent white 
(compared to 63 percent of the population).24 The same goes for 
total wealth, which is likely a better reflection of the ability to 
influence politics (see Figure 2).25

Figure 1. Share of US households in the lowest third of the income 
distribution

Source: Demos calculations of Current Population Survey, 2013
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THE WHITE DONOR CL ASS DOES NOT SHARE THE 
VIEWS OR PRIORITIES OF PEOPLE OF COLOR

Race and class are not the same; but in the United States they are 
inextricably intertwined. Not surprisingly, on key issues, the views of 
people of color have more in common with the policy preferences of 
the rest of the general public than with those of the rich. 

These differences are very clear on questions of how to structure 
the economy and what role the government should play. For 
example, in December 2013 the Washington Post asked “Do you 
think the federal government should or should not pursue policies 
that try to reduce the gap between wealthy and less well-off 
Americans?”26 White respondents held very similar views to those 
earning at least $100,000 per year—in both groups a bare majority 
(53 percent) said the government should try to reduce inequality.27 
Respondents who were people of color, however, supported gov-
ernment fighting inequality at a much higher rate; fully two-thirds 
backed government action to reduce the wealth gap (see Figure 3).28

Seventy percent of people of color surveyed felt that government 
policies favor the wealthy over less well-off Americans.29 Those 
making more than $100,000 still believed policy favors the wealthy 
but not by nearly as much—58 percent to 36 percent believing it 
favors the less well-off.30

When asked whether it is more important to create jobs or 
hold down the deficit, people of color list creating jobs as the clear 
priority, whereas the wealthy have the opposite view (see Figure 4).31

Figure 2. Racial composition of the donor class

Source: Lisa Keister, The One Percent, 40 Ann. R. of Sociology 347 (2014)
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The differences are even more pronounced on this issue between 
the general public and the very rich. A survey of Americans with a 
median wealth of $7.5 million and an average income of more than 
$1 million revealed that they list reducing the deficit as the nation’s 
top priority in an open-ended question much more often than do 
members of the general public, who more often listed unemploy-
ment (see Figure 5).32

Figure 3. Views on government policy to reduce the wealth gap by 
race and income Do you think the federal government should or should 
not pursue policies that try to reduce the gap between wealthy and less 
well-off Americans?

Source: Post-ABC Poll: December Monthly (2013)
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Figure 4. Views on creating jobs versus holding down deficit by race 
and income Which is more important, spending money to create jobs 
or holding down the federal budget deficit?

Source: Post-ABC Poll: December Monthly (2013)
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The preference gap plays out on issues beyond the economy, 
and in some cases touches directly upon issues of racial equity. For 
example, a majority of whites believe that “blacks and other minori-
ties receive equal treatment as whites in the criminal justice system” 
as do half of those making more than $100,000 per year.33 Yet only 
41 percent of those making less than $50,000 believe this, and only 
26 percent of people of color.34 And, when asked what is most 
important to help them achieve the American dream, wealthy and 
white respondents listed lower taxes as their first priority, whereas 
people of color listed access to an affordable college education as 
their top choice.35

But, access to college without family wealth is also being thwarted 
by the gap in priorities between the wealthy and the rest of us, and 
our debt-for-diploma system disproportionately affects people of 
color. Seventy-eight percent of the public believes that the federal 
government should make sure that everyone who wants to go to 
college can afford to do so, but just 28 percent of the very wealthy 
agree (see Figure 6).36 Meanwhile, college costs have risen far 
beyond inflation and family income over the past few decades.37  
This is due in part to policy shifts at both the state level—where 
states have cut student funding by 22 percent over the past 
decade38—and federal level, where grant aid has failed to keep pace 
with increasing need.39

This helps explain a persistent gap in college graduation rates by 
race. The most recent data show that of those who entered college in 
2005, 62 percent of white students earned degrees within six years, 
versus 51 percent of Latino students and just 40 percent of black 

Figure 5. Wealthy individuals have different priorities 
than average-earning Americans
Listing deficit as most important problem

Listing unemployment as most important problem

Source: Wealthy respondent numbers from Page, Bartels, and Seawright (2013); 
general public numbers from Gallup average of January to May 2011.
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students.40 These figures underestimate gaps because they do not 
include community college and part-time students—populations 
that are both less likely to graduate and comprised of a higher pro-
portion of students of color.41 

Students of color are also more likely to take on debt to pay for 
college. Over four-in-five (81 percent) of African American bache-
lor’s degree recipients borrow at public four-year schools, compared 
to 63 percent of white students.42 Latino and African American 
students are also far more likely than white students to borrow at 
private non-profit schools as well. At every type of institution and 
for every type of degree (including associate’s degrees), African 
American graduates in particular are forced to borrow more to 
attain a degree or credential.

The clear differential in policy preferences between the wealthiest 
Americans and people of color on critical issues means that when 
Congress focuses on the priorities and preferences of the wealthy, 
it enacts policies that cater far more to the interests of white house-
holds and ignores the priorities of the diverse and vibrant communi-
ties of color throughout the United States.

WEALTHY, WHITE INDIVIDUALS DOMINATE
CAMPAIGN FUNDING 

As we noted in Stacked Deck, this differential responsiveness is 
caused by skewed rates of political participation of all kinds across 
the income spectrum, but particularly the influence of campaign 
contributions. These same factors are at play for people of color.

Due to historic marginalization, unnecessary barriers to voting,43 
and restrictive voting laws,44 voter registration rates and turnout 

Wealthy 28%

78%Public

Figure 6. Should the federal government make sure that everyone 
who wants to go to college can do so?

Source: Page, Bartels, and Seawright (2013)
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have typically been lower for people of color than for white 
citizens.45 Solving these problems is rightfully an urgent priority for 
civil rights and pro-democracy organizations.46 But, this is a critical 
yet incomplete part of the recipe for political equality. Ensuring that 
every vote counts only goes so far if the choices voters face at the 
polls are limited and skewed.

Ensuring real, functional political equality requires addressing 
the role of money in politics. As with the differential influence of 
the rich over working families, wealthy white Americans are able 
to multiply their impact on public policy most significantly when 
they break out their checkbooks, spending large sums to shape the 
electoral, and hence policy, landscape in America. So, the lack of 
attention given to people of color is in part due to the racial disparity 
in campaign contributions and the resulting relative lack both of 
candidate focus on these communities’ priorities and of elected 
officials of color. 

Large Donor Dollars Fuel Campaigns
Election campaigns in the U.S. are financed predominantly by 

a small number of elite donors making large contributions.47 Far 
less than one percent of Americans gave $200 or more to a federal 
candidate, party, or PAC in the 2014 election cycle, and yet these 
contributions represent more than two-thirds of the total money 
these entities raised.48

The sharp increase in “outside spending” in recent elections has 
been fueled by unlimited contributions to Super PACs, non-profits, 
and trade associations.49 Fundraising by federal candidates—while 
subject to contribution limits—is not much more democratic. Can-
didates for the U.S. Senate in the 2012 election cycle, for example, 
received 64 percent of the funds they raised from individuals in con-
tributions of at least $1,000—from just 0.04 percent of the popula-
tion (see Figure 7). These crucial direct contributions help determine 
who can mount an effective campaign for office and who has the best 
chance to win.

Combining outside spending with candidate, party, and PAC 
fundraising paints a grim picture.  The Sunlight Foundation calcu-
lated that more than one-quarter (28%) of the money fueling the 
2012 federal elections came from one ten-thousandth (0.01%) of the 
population.50 

State and local campaign finance rules vary, but in most places 
an elite donor class is responsible for a large majority of campaign 
funds as well.51  In the 2012 elections, state-level candidates raised 
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nearly two-thirds of their funds in $1,000+ contributions from 
individuals and PACs, while less than one percent of the population 
contributed any funds at all.52  Small donors gave just 16 percent of 
candidates’ funds.53

Large Donors Are Overwhelmingly White
We have long known that large donors are more likely to be 

wealthy, male, and white than the rest of the population. According 
to a nationwide survey funded by the Joyce Foundation during the 
1996 congressional elections, 81 percent of those who gave contri-
butions of at least $200 reported annual family incomes greater than 
$100,000.54 This stood in stark contrast to the general population at 
the time, where only 4.6 percent declared an income of more than 
$100,000 on their tax returns.55 Ninety-five percent of contributors 
surveyed were white and 80 percent were men.56

And, while a comprehensive analysis of the race of individual 
campaign donors is not available, there are some useful proxies. 
First, Census Bureau data on the racial composition of communities 
across the country can tell us how communities of color are rep-
resented—or underrepresented—among large donors. In the 2004 

Figure 7. Large donors dominate congressional fundraising

Source: Dēmos and U.S. PIRG Education Fund analysis of FEC data.
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Just 0.04% of the population made $1000+ contributions to 2012
U.S. Senate candidates, accounting for 64% of the funds these 
candidates raised from individual donors.

64%
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presidential election, for example, the vast majority of individual 
contributions of at least $200 came from majority non-Hispan-
ic white neighborhoods.57 President Bush raised 91.7 percent of 
his $200+ contributions from majority white neighborhoods and 
Senator Kerry raised 89.3 percent from majority white neighbor-
hoods.58 This trend continues, as more than 90 percent of $200+ 
contributions in the 2012 election cycle came from majority white 
neighborhoods.59 Of the $1.38 billion in itemized contributions 
to 2012 presidential campaigns, less than four percent came from 
Latino neighborhoods, less than three percent came from African 
American neighborhoods and less than one percent came from 
Asian neighborhoods (see Figure 8).60

We do have some direct data at the very highest levels. The upper 
echelon of campaign donors provides a significant percentage of 
overall funds and is completely white—which is hardly surprising 
given that the racial wealth gap is at historic levels, leaving fewer 
people of color in a position to make very large contributions.61 The 
top ten Republican donors collectively gave over $130 million in 
2012.62 The top ten Democratic donors collectively donated $43.3 
million in the same election.63 All of these donors appear to be 
white.64

Figure 8. Contributions to 2012 presidential campaigns by race
Contributions of at least $200 by neighborhood

White

Latino

Black 

Asian

Source: Associated Press (analysis included candidate's official campaigns, 
their political parties, and Super PACs that support them)

More than 90% white
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Small Donors Are Much More Likely to Reflect the Diversity 
of the Population

In contrast, there appears to be significant racial diversity among 
small donors.65 A preliminary analysis of donors in New York City’s 
2009 municipal election conducted by Public Campaign shows that 
donors giving $10 or less live in neighborhoods that are more racially 
diverse than the city as a whole.66 These donors live in neighborhoods 
where people of color comprise 62 percent of the population, versus 56 
percent of the population of the city overall.67 Donor diversity falls as 
contribution level increases.68 By the time donations reach $250, most 
of the donor diversity has been lost.69 Donors contributing between 
$200.01 and $250 have average neighborhood racial diversity of 30 
percent, far less than the 62 percent of very small donors (see Figures 
9, 10, & 11).70

A similar analysis by Michael Malbin of the Campaign Finance 
Institute concluded that small contributors come from a much more 
diverse range of neighborhoods than large donors and “there can be 
little doubt that bringing more small donors into the system in New 
York City equates to a greater diversity in neighborhood experience in 
the donor pool.”71

It is important not to minimize the hard-won gains made by various 
communities of color in recent decades. As more people of color own 

Figure 9. African American share of contributions by donor level

Source: Public Campaign 2009 New York City elections and Census demographic data. 
Note: This figure by Public Campaign and Demos.
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businesses and build wealth, more African Americans and Latinos 
than ever are in a position to make large campaign contributions.72 
Nevertheless, the broader trend holds: large campaign donors 
remain disproportionately white. In fact there appears to be a fairly 
straightforward inverse relationship between contribution size and 
donor diversity. African Americans and Latinos are just as likely 
as whites to make small contributions, but as size of contribution 
increases, fewer come from predominantly black or Latino neigh-
borhoods.

The lesson here is clear: people of color are not any less politically 
engaged or motivated to give than white Americans;73 but because 
of significant discrepancies in wealth they simply lack the ability to 
make large contributions at nearly the same rate.

Figure 10. Latino share of contributions by donor level

Figure 11. White share of contributions by donor level

Source: Public Campaign 2009 New York City elections and Census demographic data.
Note: This figure by Public Campaign and Demos.
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PEOPLE OF COLOR HAVE LESS INFLUENCE 
The dominance of white donors disadvantages people of color 

in two key ways. First, candidates running for office (of all races) 
are less likely to prioritize issues of concern to Americans of color 
because they are forced to spend a significant majority of their time 
dialing for dollars to wealthy (usually white) donors. Second, com-
munities of color are underrepresented in elected office, as candi-
dates of color without access to networks of wealthy (usually white) 
donors find it more difficult to compete in the “wealth primary” 
necessary to run competitive campaigns.74

Candidates Ignore People of Color
All of our views are shaped by our surroundings, and candi-

dates for elected office are no different. Unfortunately, our current 
big-money system incentivizes candidates to spend more time 
courting wealthy donors than listening to their potential constit-
uents. This affects the way that aspiring officeholders view the 
pressing issues of the day, and provides a further incentive for them 
to shade their policy positions to align with the donor class.

Speaking at a conference on money in politics in 2013, U.S. 
Senator Chris Murphy was admirably frank about this effect, noting 
that when making fundraising appeals he was not calling anyone 
who could not contribute at least $1,000 and who likely earned at 
least $500,000 to $1 million per year:

I talked a lot more about carried interest inside of that call 
room than I did in the supermarket . . . [The people I’m calling] 
have fundamentally different problems than other people. And 
in Connecticut especially, you spend a lot of time on the phone 
with people who work in the financial markets. And so you’re 
hearing a lot about problems that bankers have and not a lot 
of problems that people who work at the mill in Thomaston, 
Conn., have. You certainly have to stop and check yourself.75

The result is a candidate pool that sees the world more like the 
disproportionately wealthy and white donor pool than the more 
diverse country as a whole. In this way, regardless of who wins the 
actual election, large donors have succeeded in shaping the nation’s 
policy agenda.
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Communities of Color Are Underrepresented in Elected Office
A second critical result of our white-dominated big money system 

is that communities of color are underrepresented in elected office, 
reducing the influence of people of color over the policy decisions 
that affect their communities on a daily basis. The Women Donors 
Network recently completed a comprehensive study of more than 
41,000 elected officials nationwide—from county to federal office.76 
Their findings are stark. Although people of color are 37 percent 
of the U.S. population, 90 percent of our elected leaders are white. 
White men are just 31 percent of the population but 65 percent of 
elected officials. At the other end of the spectrum, women of color 
hold just 4 percent of elected positions in spite of being 19 percent of 
the population. 

The New American Leaders Project recently published a review of 
immigrant representation in America.77 The Project found that “[w]
hile Latinos and Asian Americans comprise over 22 percent of the 
general population in the United States (almost one in every four 
people) they hold fewer than 2 percent of the more than 500,000 
elected positions nationwide, from county commissioners, to school 
boards, to mayors, to Congress” (see Figure 12).78 Only four states 
“have state legislatures that most closely resemble their diverse pop-
ulations” while 11 states lack a single Latino or Asian American state 
legislator.79

These findings are consistent with a recent National Conference 
of State Legislatures study of the racial composition of state legis-
latures. In 2009, just 9 percent of all state legislators were African 
American80 and 3 percent were Latino.81 That same year, African 
Americans comprised 13.5 percent of the total U.S. population and 
Latinos comprised 15.4 percent.82 And the prior election year, 12.1 
percent of eligible voters were African American and 7.4 percent 
were Latino.83

The underrepresentation continues at the federal level. In the 
113th Congress (2013-2014), 8.1 percent of the total membership is 
African American, 6.9 percent is Latino, 2 percent is Asian, and only 

Figure 12. Latinos & Asians are 22% of population, 
but hold 2% of elected offices

22%2%

Source: The New American Leaders Project
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two Representatives are Native American.84 By contrast, African 
Americans cast 13.4 percent of the votes in the 2012 elections; 
Latinos cast 8.4 percent; and Asians cast 2.9 percent.85 If we were to 
assume that racial representation should flow directly from votes 
cast (a crude assumption, but one that is useful to illustrate a basic 
point) then African Americans are underrepresented in Congress by 
nearly 40 percent and Latinos by just under 18 percent.

Underrepresentation is a particular problem for women of color, 
who often face a combination of gender- and race-based obstacles. 
Black women have made impressive gains over the past two decades, 
outpacing both black men and white women in political represen-
tation.86 Yet, they remain drastically under-represented in Congress 
and the states. Although they are 7.4 percent of the population, black 
women are currently only 2.6 percent of the U.S. Congress,87 and 
fully “37 states have never had a Black woman in their congressional 
delegation.”88 In 2014 only 0.6 percent of statewide executive office-
holders89 and 3.3 percent of all state legislators are black women.90 In 
South Carolina, black women make up 14.9 percent of the popula-
tion but only 2.9 percent of the state legislature.91
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Big Money Politics Holds Back Fair Representation
This underrepresentation results in part from a system that filters 

out and holds back candidates of color from beginning to end. While 
we cannot ignore the effects of gerrymandered districts and racial-
ly-polarized voting, money plays a key role in this story throughout.

F E W E R  C A N D I D A T E S  O F  C O L O R  R U N  F O R  O F F I C E

First, it’s likely that fewer candidates of color run for office because 
they accurately perceive the need for access to networks of wealthy 
donors that they do not have.92 For example, a recent study of 
black candidate success concluded that “the underrepresentation of 
blacks is driven by constraints on their entry onto the ballot.”93 And, 
research has shown that women of color are less likely to be encour-
aged or recruited to run for office and more likely to be discour-
aged.94 It is well-known that fundraising potential is a strong factor 
in party leaders’ recruitment decisions. 

The most profound impact of our big money campaign finance 
system is that it allows large donors to act as gatekeepers (or king-
makers), filtering out candidates who cannot or will not appeal to 
them at the very beginning of the process. This is because when 
deciding whether to run for Congress or state office the first question 
a potential candidate must ask herself is, “How much money can I 
raise?” This translates loosely to “Do I have access to a network of 
wealthy friends and associates who can afford to give me $1,000 or 
more for my campaign.” Potential candidates of color recognize this 
as a real barrier. In a recent survey, 66 percent of people of color 
(and 64 percent of whites) agreed that lack of access to donors is an 
important reason preventing people of color from being represented 
in elected office.95 And, the study on black candidate success cited 
above found that the level of resources in the black community is “an 
important factor for shaping the size of the black candidate pool.”96 

The notion that the need to raise big money is limiting the field 
of candidates of color is bolstered by the fact that fairer campaign 
finance systems—such as those that match the contributions of small 
donors with public funds—have been associated with more diverse 
candidates running for office.97 Arizona and New York City saw 
significant increases in the number of candidates of color once they 
adopted public financing systems.98 
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C A N D I D A T E S  O F  C O L O R  R A I S E  L E S S  M O N E Y

Next, when candidates of color do run, they raise less money 
than their white counterparts,99 and as a result are (all else equal) 
less likely to win elected office.100 Since data on candidate race is 
not collected regularly or systemically, we do not have up-to-date 
figures on this phenomenon. But, the most recent data we do have 
illustrates the larger point. For example, a study of more than 3,000 
candidates running in more than 2,000 state legislative races in 2006 
found that adjusting for factors such as incumbency, partisanship, 
and district income “non-white candidates raise an average of 47% 
less compared to white candidates when all other mitigating factors 
are controlled.”101 The effect of race was even greater in the South, 
where candidates of color raised nearly 64 percent less than their 
white counterparts (see Figure 13).102 The study’s author concluded, 
“the cost of fundraising and financing a campaign remains an ineq-
uitable burden…The findings from [this] study affirm that a fund-
raising gap clearly exists still across race/ethnic lines. Non-white 
candidates fundraise substantially less than white candidates and…
this can translate in[to] a disadvantage to an already underrepresent-
ed population.”103

During the 2004 election cycle, Latino state House candidates 
raised less than non-Latinos in 67 percent of states where Latinos 
ran; and Latino state Senate candidates raised less in 53 percent of 
states.104 And, in some places the fundraising gap was extreme. For 
example, non-Latinos at least doubled Latino fundraising in House 

Figure 13. Candidates of color raise 47% less than white candidates 
overall, and 64% less than white candidates in the South 
(in 2006 state legislative races)
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races in Massachusetts, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, 
and Washington and in Senate races in Arizona, Florida, Illinois, and 
South Carolina; and non-Latino House candidates raised three times 
as much in Wisconsin.105

While not surprising, it is interesting to note that white legislators 
raised more from significant industry sources in most states. General 
business contributors (manufacturers, retailers, etc.) gave more to 
white legislators in 82 percent of states; finance, insurance, and real 
estate interests gave more to whites in 89 percent of states; and energy 
and natural resource interests gave more to whites in 93 percent of 
states.106 White candidates were also significantly more likely to be 
able to self-fund campaigns, doing so at higher rates in 84 percent of 
states.107 Only labor funding was significantly more balanced, with 
labor organizations giving more to legislators of color than whites in 
48 percent of states.108

The racial wealth gap drives fundraising disparities through 
smaller campaign donations from people of color, and because can-
didates of color are less likely to be able to put significant personal 
resources into their own campaigns.

Candidates of color often win in so-called “majority-minority 
districts,”109 but the real challenge is in statewide races or diverse 
districts where whites have shown a willingness to vote for candidates 
of color. People of color need to win elections in these statewide races 
and “coalition” districts in order to expand their power and reach 
in executive positions, Congress, and state legislatures. It’s clear that 
the need to raise large sums of money is perceived as a real barrier to 
achieving equal representation. 

CORPORATE POLITICAL SPENDING AMPLIFIES
POLITICAL EXCLUSION

The outsized influence of money does not stop with wealthy 
white individual donors. Corporations assert undemocratic control 
over policy outcomes in several ways: campaign contributions from 
employees and associated Political Action Committees (PACs) and 
direct spending from their treasuries—often filtered through trade 
associations or 501 c(4) organizations that do not have to disclose 
their donors—help elect public officials friendly to their profit-driven 
agendas; and lobbying sitting officeholders skews legislatures’ prior-
ities towards special-interest giveaways at the expense of the public 
good.

The elections following the Supreme Court’s Citizens United 
decision have seen unprecedented levels of campaign spending by 
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groups other than candidates or political parties.110 For the first time, 
non-party outside spending topped $1 billion.111 It’s not possible to 
determine precisely how much of that came from corporate treasuries 
because more than $300 million in outside spending was conducted 
by nonprofits and trade associations that are not required to disclose 
their donors.112 Given that for-profit corporations were not permitted 
to spend money directly on federal elections prior to 2010, however, 
it’s safe to say that there’s more corporate election spending than ever 
before. 

In addition to the high level of election spending, corporate 
interests spend billions to influence the legislative process in Wash-
ington and state capitals across the country. The top 20 federal 
lobbying interests—dominated by business associations and indus-
tries such as pharmaceutical companies and securities and invest-
ment companies—spent more than $4.1 billion on lobbying in Wash-
ington during 2012 and 2013 alone.113 Comprehensive information 
on state-level lobbying is not available.114 

The predictable result is that, as Justice Nelson of the Montana 
Supreme Court has commented, “corporations wield enormous 
power in Congress and in state legislatures. It is hard to tell where 
government ends and corporate America begins: the transition is 
seamless and overlapping.”115 This exacerbates the problems stated 
above because organized interests such as corporations “do not seek 
the same policies as average citizens do” and yet “organized interest 
groups have a very substantial independent impact on public policy,” 
with the influence of business groups nearly twice that of mass citizen 
groups (largely because there are so many more business interests in 
the game.116 The fact that corporate boards are dominated by whites 
likely makes corporate spending even less responsive to the needs 
of people of color. In 2012, for example, 86.7 percent of Fortune 500 
corporate board seats were held by whites, with only 7.4 percent held 
by African Americans and 3.3 percent by Latinos.117

BIG MONEY DOMINANCE HAS REAL 
CONSEQUENCES FOR PEOPLE OF COLOR

The undue influence of wealthy donors and big business runs 
counter to basic notions of democratic fairness and equality. But, the 
problem is much more than theoretical for people of color, who are 
not adequately represented or heard throughout the policy process. 

As a general matter, white constituents likely have better access to 
and the open ear of their white representatives. For example, in 2011 
two researchers sent letters to state legislators using the names “Jake 
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Mueller” or “DeShawn Jackson” and including partisan signals.118 
They found that “putatively black requests receive fewer replies” and 
concluded that “white legislators of both parties exhibit similar levels 
of discrimination against the black alias” but that “[m]inority legisla-
tors do the opposite, responding more frequently to the black alias.”119 
This is consistent with other research that has found, for example, that 
local election officials exhibit bias against Latinos.120

This bias and the general lack of diversity among elected officials 
translates into real policy outcomes that harm vulnerable communi-
ties. Numerous studies have shown that “[t]hrough shared experiences 
and a deep understanding of community, minority representatives 
(‘descriptive representatives’) are more likely to advocate for issues of 
importance to their communities than non-minority or non-immi-
grant candidates.”121 For example, the New American Leaders Project 
found that “minority elected officials, particularly immigrants, are far 
more likely to introduce and champion legislation that is welcoming 
to immigrants” and that states with no Latino or Asian American 
state legislators are “the most likely to pass punitive anti-immigrant 
policy…”122

Add the power of lobbying and campaign contributions to the 
baseline of underrepresentation and the results can be tragic. The dis-
proportionate and heavily-armed response of local police to protests 
in the aftermath of the recent slaying of Mike Brown in Ferguson, 
Missouri is the most recent example. The Ferguson police are account-
able to a white mayor and an 80 percent white city council in spite 
of a local population that is two-thirds black.123 And, the increasing 
militarization of local police has been driven in part by a federal gov-
ernment program that has resulted in the transfer of more than $4.3 
billion in free equipment from the Department of Defense to local 
jurisdictions.124 This “1033 Program” is quite profitable for defense 
industry contractors as it increases demand for their products. When 
some members of Congress pushed to end it in June of 2014, the 
proposal was defeated 62-335 and MapLight reported that “[r]epre-
sentatives voting to continue funding the 1033 Program have received, 
on average, 73 percent more money from the defense industry than 
representatives voting to defund it.”125 

As an addendum to this report we provide five case studies that 
show how the role of money in politics has profound effects on the 
lives of people of color. Three of these examples show how destructive 
public policies skewed by big money fall squarely on their backs—on 
issues ranging from mass incarceration and inhumane conditions in 
private prisons to matters of basic economic security such as housing 
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policy and a living wage. A fourth case study tells the story of how 
Connecticut guaranteed paid sick leave, demonstrating how a fairer 
system for electing public officials can lead to policies that better serve 
all of our communities. A final story, authored by state-based partner 
TakeAction Minnesota, demonstrates how their work organizing in 
communities of color to defeat restrictions on the freedom to vote is 
building power to push back on big money in politics.

WHITE DONOR CL ASS DOMINATION IS A POLICY 
CHOICE, NOT AN INEVITABLE CONDITION

It is likely that the wealthy have enjoyed more political influence 
since the beginning of time; and in the United States this has always 
been tied to race. But, we do not have to allow wealthy individuals and 
interests to translate economic might directly into political power. We 
can create strong policies that mitigate the influence of the donor class, 
amplify the voices of all voters regardless of wealth, and in the process 
produce outcomes that are more favorable to people of color. 

In a 2014 study, for example, Baylor University political scientist 
Patrick Flavin examined spending priorities in the various states 
between 1962 and 2008, and compared them with campaign finance 
laws.126 Flavin concluded that:

campaign finance laws do have important effects on public policy 
decisions that matter most for disadvantaged citizens…Specifi-
cally when states more strictly regulate the financing of political 
campaigns, they tend to devote a larger portion of their spending 
each year to redistributive programs such as public assistance and 
housing and community development. This relationship between 
stricter laws and more spending holds even after accounting for 
differences in the ideology and partisanship of a state’s citizens 
and elected officials over time and, importantly, does not extend 
to policy areas that are not typically considered redistributive.127

In other words, the way we set the rules of the game for our 
democracy can have a significant impact on the substantive policy 
choices we make as a society.  In the following section, we offer specific 
policy recommendations to forge a democracy in which the size of 
one’s wallet does not determine the strength of her voice.
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P O L I C Y  R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

T he pathway to a fairer country is through a stronger 
democracy. A key to promoting economic mobility and 
racial justice for people of color is to give members of these 
communities more say over the decisions that affect their 

daily lives. 
To accomplish this we need to both curb the influence of the 

wealthy, white “donor class” and amplify the voices of all Americans, 
including people of color, so that elected officials will listen to and 
work for all of their constituents, not just a privileged few. This 
requires reclaiming our Constitution from a runaway Supreme 
Court and matching small political contributions with public funds.

RESTORING OUR CONSTITUTION
In order to enact common-sense limits on the use of big money 

to dominate our political discourse we must find ways to remove 
barriers imposed by the Supreme Court.

The Constitution is our basic framework for a robust democracy, 
guaranteeing vibrant discussion of issues and ideas and ensuring 
that all Americans come to the political table as equals. But, over 
four decades, the Supreme Court has turned the First Amendment 
into a tool for use by wealthy interests to dominate the political 
process. Time and again, the Court has stepped in to dismantle dem-
ocratically-enacted policies intended to prevent wealthy interests 
from translating economic might directly into political power—from 
1976’s Buckley v. Valeo, which struck campaign spending limits and 
equated money with speech;128 to 2010’s Citizens United, which gave 
corporations the same speech rights as individuals and opened the 
door to billionaire-funded Super PACs and unlimited, undisclosed 
“dark money;”129 to McCutcheon v. FEC in 2014, which eliminated 
caps on the total amount that one wealthy donor is permitted to 
contribute to federal candidates, parties and PACs.130

The justices have come to these results because they have been 
asking the wrong question. For decades, when evaluating rules 
around money in politics, the Court has asked only: is this regula-
tion necessary to fight corruption or its appearance?  And, Justice 
Roberts made clear in McCutcheon that the government is permitted 
to regulate campaign money to attack only the narrowest “quid pro 
quo” corruption, writing “government regulation may not target the 
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general gratitude a candidate may feel towards those who support 
him or his allies, or the political access such support may afford…” 
but rather must be laser-focused on “a direct exchange of an official 
act for money.”131

But clean governance is only one of the core American values 
at stake in addressing the role of money in politics. To properly 
interpret our pro-democracy Constitution, the Court must ask a 
broader set of questions. 

For example, isn’t our entire political system corrupted when 
incumbent politicians become dependent upon the campaign cash 
of a tiny minority of citizens? What happens to the voice of an 
ordinary citizen who cannot afford to buy TV ads or fund Super 
PACs when one person or corporation can flood the system with 
millions of dollars? Can the open marketplace of ideas thrive when 
a few wealthy citizens are able to monopolize the political conversa-
tion with their money? Can all Americans really claim Equal Protec-
tion of the laws when wealth is a prerequisite to equal access to the 
political process? And if the people, through their elected represen-
tatives, conclude they do not want to live in a democracy where the 
size of a citizen’s wallet determines the strength of her voice, should 
the Court nullify those choices and substitute its own view of how to 
best structure the republic?

It’s time for a movement to give new life in our Constitution to 
the fundamental American values of political equality, accountable 
government, and fair representation for all regardless of wealth 
while promoting a diverse, vibrant marketplace of ideas. Respect-
ing these values would overturn decades of disastrous money in 
politics decisions by the Supreme Court and clear the way for 
common sense limits on big money. We would be able to end Super 
PACs, ban election spending by for-profit corporations, limit the 
amount of personal wealth millionaire candidates can use to buy 
elected office, limit spending by candidates and outside groups, and 
protect publicly funded election systems from onslaughts of outside 
spending. 

In other words, we could finally build a democracy in which 
candidates run for office by reaching out to all voters regardless of 
race or class rather than depending upon a tiny minority of wealthy 
(mostly white) donors; people express their views by banding 
together with fellow citizens to strengthen their collective voices, not 
by writing large checks; and government is ultimately accountable to 
the people, not just the donor class.

We can restore our Constitution in one of two ways. First, we 
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can transform the Supreme Court’s approach to money in politics 
so the Court overturns its own bad decisions—just like the justices 
have reversed course on New Deal economic protections, racial 
segregation, LGBT rights, and more. We can accomplish this by 
developing and promoting robust interpretive frameworks that go 
beyond fighting corruption as compelling values that our Consti-
tution protects; mobilizing allies across the political spectrum and 
within the legal community to support these ideas; ensuring that 
newly appointed justices share the public’s common-sense under-
standing of the role that money should play in our electoral system; 
passing cutting-edge laws at the state and local levels; and fighting 
back in the Courts to establish an enduring interpretation of the 
Constitution that empowers the people to pass sensible limits on the 
use of big money. With five justices hostile to these ideas currently 
in control, reclaiming the Constitution to protect the voices of all the 
people won’t be easy, and will take some time—but it must be done. 

Second, we can amend the Constitution to clarify that the people 
have the power to rein in the influence of big money. This will also 
take years of concentrated effort, but momentum is building. Public 
support for such an amendment is overwhelming, crossing ideo-
logical and partisan divides.132 Already 16 states and hundreds of 
municipalities have called for an amendment to overturn Buckley, 
Citizens United, and related cases.133 And, in September 2014 a 
majority of the U.S. Senate supported an amendment that would 
clarify that Congress and the states may enact reasonable limits on 
electoral contributions and spending—an historic milestone that 
demonstrates that demands for action will not recede.134

Concerted action must be taken on both fronts to reclaim our 
Constitution and to start building a democracy in which the 
strength of a citizen’s voice does not depend on the size of her wallet. 
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MATCHING SMALL CONTRIBUTIONS 
WITH PUBLIC FUNDS

There are also powerful ways to immediately put voters, including 
people of color, in the center of our democracy rather than bil-
lionaires and special interests. One key strategy is to match small 
contributions from average citizens with public funds. This way a 
$50 contribution from a constituent can be worth $350 or more to a 
candidate for elected office.

Public matching funds can change the way candidates run for 
office, allowing them to spend more time reaching out to—and 
listening to—voters and less time dialing for dollars and holding 
exclusive events for those who can afford to give $1,000 or more. 
Evidence also suggests that matching programs and similar grant-
based systems (in which candidates raise a threshold number of 
small contributions from local constituents and receive a lump sum 
public grant) can diversify the donor pool, giving candidates greater 
incentive to prioritize the needs of people of color.

New York City employs a system that matches the first $175 of a 
local resident’s contribution to qualifying city council or mayoral 
candidates six-to-one.135 This is not ideal targeting because it still 
subsidizes part of a large contribution. Yet because of the significant 
match, the program enjoys robust participation from low-income 
communities and communities of color across the city.136 Nearly 
90 percent of the city’s census blocks were home to at least one 
small donor for a city council race.137 In contrast, State Assembly 
campaigns, for which no comparable program exists, received small 
donations from only 30 percent of the city’s census blocks.138 In 
one example, 24 times more small donors from one poor, predom-
inantly black neighborhood gave to City Council candidates (with 
a matching program) than to State Assembly candidates (without 
one).139 Critically, small contributions from diverse neighborhoods 
were far more important to City Council than to State Assembly 
candidates—in the case of contributors from the Bedford-Stuyvesant 
neighborhood of Brooklyn, 11 times more important.140

These programs don’t just work on a local level. Once Connecticut 
introduced a grant-based public financing system, the legislature 
passed a slate of policies that helped working families including a 
statewide EITC, a minimum wage increase, and the country’s first 
statewide paid sick days policy.141 In addition, more people of color, 
women and younger candidates were able to run for office and win. 
Latino representation in the state legislature reached its highest per-
centage in 2012 and women make up 32 percent of the legislature.142 
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The result is a legislature that more closely mirrors the demographics 
of the state.

Arizona also employs a grant-based system of public funding for 
elections. The system more than tripled the number of contributors 
to gubernatorial campaigns between 1998 and 2002, and increased 
the economic, racial, and geographic diversity of contributors.143 
Candidates participating in Arizona’s “clean elections” system raised 
twice the proportion of their contributions from heavily Latino zip 
codes than did privately-funded candidates.144

A second important strategy is to provide vouchers or tax credits 
to encourage more moderate and low income Americans to make 
small political contributions. A tax credit has enjoyed support from 
presidents Kennedy, Truman, and Eisenhower and benefited from 
years of experimentation at the federal and state levels.145 Experi-
ence shows that a properly designed credit can be an effective way to 
increase participation by non-wealthy constituents.146

On the federal level, the Government By the People Act (H.R. 
20) would encourage small donor participation by matching truly 
small contributions (up to $150) six-to-one or more; establishing 
a $25 refundable tax credit for small donors; and providing addi-
tional resources to candidates who meet a threshold limit for small 
donations to help fight back against outside spending.147 The Fair 
Elections Now Act (S.2023) is a similar bill in the U.S. Senate.148  The 
NAACP supports both of these bills.149

CAN THESE REFORMS REALLY PASS?
Any reform that fundamentally changes the way that candidates 

run for office will be challenging to achieve. But, momentum is 
growing for several reasons. First, the silver lining of the Supreme 
Court’s extreme interventions on money in politics has been un-
precedented public awareness about the problem. A majority of 
Americans are actually familiar with the Citizens United ruling, 
which is very rare for a Supreme Court case;150 and during the 2012 
Republican primary elections, Steven Colbert led a national seminar 
on the absurdities of Super PACs. 

Next, a growing list of civil rights, environmental, workers’ rights, 
and other progressive organizations are coming together to embrace 
the insight that enacting transformative change around their first 
priority issues requires strengthening our democracy. Led by the 
NAACP, the Communications Workers of America, the Sierra Club, 
Greenpeace, and now Common Cause, more than 50 organizations 
with a collective membership of millions of Americans have come 
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together under the banner of the Democracy Initiative. These or-
ganizations are cooperating and coordinating as never before on 
addressing the role of big money, protecting the freedom to vote and 
fighting gridlock in the U.S. Senate. 

Finally, public support for common sense solutions remains 
exceptionally strong across party and ideological lines. A 2012 
poll showed that by wide margins Americans strongly oppose 
unlimited corporate spending in politics and the outsized role of 
large donors more generally; and also support the transformative 
solutions presented above, as well as more incremental changes such 
as improving the transparency of political spending.151 More recent 
polling has confirmed this public support.152 No matter party or 
creed, it appears that the vast majority of Americans believe that we 
should come to the political table as equals, with an equal voice over 
the decisions that affect our lives.

This momentum has expressed itself in a string of recent victories, 
with the prospect for bigger wins on the horizon. Twenty-five states 
have some form of public funding for election campaigns, including 
three states with comprehensive, small donor-oriented public 
funding programs.153 California, Delaware, Hawaii, Massachu-
setts, North Carolina, and Vermont have all passed laws to increase 
transparency of political spending in 2014.154 The most populous 
county in Maryland passed a small donor matching program in late 
2014 by unanimous vote.155 And after two hard-fought campaigns 
and near-victories, advocates in New York will continue to press to 
bring a small donor matching system to the nation’s second-larg-
est state. The leading federal reform bill has 160 co-sponsors in the 
U.S. House;156 and, as noted, a constitutional amendment recently 
received majority support in the U.S. Senate. 

Meanwhile, community-based organizations such as TakeAction 
Minnesota and ISAIAH are building the power of communities of 
color as part of a multi-year strategy to reduce the role of money in 
politics. The success of their campaigns on voting rights and other 
issues can serve as examples of how to connect the money in politics 
field to a broader pro-democracy agenda, which will help build the 
mandate for a fairer and more inclusive political process.

Nobody is under any illusions that reform will come easily. 
Profound change never does. But, by channeling widespread public 
support through improved organizational cooperation and activist 
mobilization critical victories are within reach.
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C O N C LU S I O N

D espite the long-standing struggle for racial equity in the 
United States, we have a long way to go before our nation 
lives up to its highest ideals. Several factors contribute to 
the lived experiences and economic insecurity of people 

of color. Many of these are highly complex and deeply embedded in 
American society—from interpersonal, institutional, and structur-
al racism to the type of unconscious bias that leads well-intentioned 
people to act in ways that perpetuate racial hierarchy.

But, there is at least one impediment to progress that is clear and 
soluble: the undemocratic influence of big money in politics, which 
plays a substantial role at every stage of the policy process. 

The wealthy, white donor class has different policy priorities than do 
the general public, including people of color. Large individual donors 
and corporations help determine who can run effectively for office 
and who wins elections, filtering out candidates of color and ensuring 
that those who do run are more attuned to the priorities of the donor 
class. Then, corporations engage actively in the policymaking process 
through millions of dollars in lobbying, pursuing policies that have no 
relation to public support and that often further marginalize vulnerable 
communities. Ultimately, elected officials are nearly exclusively respon-
sive to the preferences of the donor class, and people of color have their 
voices marginalized. 

The cumulative effect of this big money system is a set of policy 
outcomes that has held back our decades-long drive towards racial 
equity and economic opportunity in the United States. The case studies 
that follow examine just a handful of examples of how this process 
results in real harm to communities of color on a daily basis; one 
example of how different money in politics rules can produce better 
outcomes; and one story of how we can organize to win future reforms.

Civil rights leaders have rightly prioritized pushing back on systemic 
attacks on the freedom to vote, and that fight must continue. But, the 
right to vote is incomplete without the chance to vote for candidates 
who have not been preselected by the largely white donor class. The 
right to cast a ballot and the ability to advocate for chosen candidates 
without being drowned out by billionaires and big business are flip 
sides of the same coin: the fundamental American right to an equal 
voice in the political process, akin to the principle of one person, one 
vote.
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Clarifying that the people have the right to enact com-
mon-sense limits on big money in politics and matching small 
contributions with public funds to amplify all of our voices can 
help put people of color’s needs and priorities onto the agenda 
in Washington and state capitals across America. In this way, 
curbing the influence of big money in politics is part of the unfin-
ished business of the civil rights movement. And, it is a necessary 
step to finally forge a democracy that is truly of, by, and for all the 
people.
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CASE STUDIES

How the Role of Money
in Politics Has a Direct 

Impact on the Lives
of People of Color 
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CASE STUDY
PRIVATE PRISONS AND INCARCERATION

THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPACT 
ON PEOPLE OF COLOR

The United States puts more people in prisons and jails than any 
other country in the world. The number of people incarcerated here has 
increased by 500 percent over the past three decades to 2.2 million.157 
This striking change has not been a reaction to increasing crime. In fact, 
the current rate of serious crimes such as murder, rape, robbery, and 
assault is at its lowest level since 1963.158 Instead, the rise in incarcera-
tion is due to policy changes in the criminal justice system, including 
dramatic increases in the length of sentences for similar crimes caused 
by mandatory sentencing and three-strikes policies as well as the “war on 
drugs.”159 The incarceration rate of people sentenced to more than a year 
of prison has more than tripled over the past 30 years—from 139 to 502 
people per 100,000 in the general population.160

Communities of color bear the brunt of the social and economic dev-
astation caused by mass incarceration.161 African American men in the 
U.S. are incarcerated at more than six times the rate of white men,162 with 
one in 12 working-age African American men behind bars.163 African 
American women are more than three times as likely as white women to 
be incarcerated.164 While they make up roughly 12 percent of the total 
U.S. population, African Americans constitute almost 40 percent of the 
currently incarcerated population.165  

Incarceration rates for Latinos are also troubling. One in 36 work-
ing-aged Latino men are incarcerated,166 a rate more than double that of 
white men. Latino women are 69 percent more likely to be incarcerated 

Figure 14. People incarcerated in private prisons in the US
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than white women.167 And, Latinos constitute more than 20 percent 
of the incarcerated population,168 compared with 17 percent of the 
adult population as a whole.169 This proportion is likely to get worse 
in coming years since, according to June 2011 statistics, due to fast-
track immigration enforcement Latinos accounted for nearly half of 
all defendants sentenced to federal prison.170

These differential incarceration rates result in large part from 
institutional and structural racism manifest through policies and 
practices such as the school-to-prison pipeline,171 differential en-
forcement of drug and other crimes,172 and punitive immigration 
policies. And, the gap has been growing over time. In 1960, the 
incarceration rate for black men was five times that of white men; 
by 2010 the black male incarceration rate was nearly six and a half 
times that of white men.173

The social and economic effects of these inflated incarceration 
rates are devastating for entire communities. Imprisonment not 
only reduces the potential workforce in communities during incar-
ceration; it also reduces employment potential long after sentences 
are complete. Formerly incarcerated individuals lose productive 
time while in prison and face widespread employment discrimina-
tion once released. Recent studies have shown that incarceration 
decreases male employment rates anywhere between 1.5 percent and 
6.3 percent.174 Incarceration can also decrease wages between 14.5 
percent and 26.4 percent compared to individuals who have never 
spent time in prison.175 One Pew study found that prior incarcer-
ation reduces the expected earnings of a 45 year-old male by 40 
percent.176

All told, aggressive incarceration costs communities of color 
billions of dollars of potential wealth, making it much more difficult 
for both individuals and entire communities to break cycles of 
poverty and build the social capital that helps elevate people into 
the middle class. Pew found that incarceration reduces the total 
expected earnings by all black men by 9 percent, and Latino men by 
6 percent; and that formerly incarcerated men are twice as likely to 
remain stuck in the bottom earnings quintile.177

But, the problem doesn’t stop there. An increasing number of 
inmates have been placed into private prisons run by corporations 
for profit. The private prison industry was born in the early 1980s 
and between 1990 and 2009, the number of people incarcerated 
in private prisons grew by 1664 percent.178 A more representa-
tive growth rate for a more mature industry still shows substantial 
expansion in recent years, with the privately incarcerated population 
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more than doubling between 1999 and 2012 (see Figure 14).179 The 
newest growth area is in immigrant detention. By 2011, nearly half 
the capacity in our civil detention system was in private facilities, up 
from just 10 percent over the previous decade.180

Conditions in these facilities have been notoriously inhumane, 
as companies cut corners to pad their bottom lines. In just one 
example, a 2012 Department of Justice Report found that guards at a 
facility run by one of the countries largest private prison companies 
(GEO Group) routinely beat young people and engaged in sexual 
misconduct and tolerated youth-on-youth rape.181 And, due to 
being younger (in part because many came into the system after the 
War on Drugs took effect) and hence cheaper to house (because of 
fewer medical problems), incarcerated people of color are even more 
overrepresented in private prisons than in correctional facilities in 
general.182

THE ROLE OF MONEY
As noted above, the profound change in incarceration rates over 

the past thirty years is not due to more crime, but rather the result of 
specific policy decisions that have dramatically increased sentencing 
rates. While recent comparative polling data is difficult to find, some 
research suggests that wealthier people are more likely to support 
building more prisons as a strategy to reduce crime. For example an 
analysis of political scientist Martin Gilens’ data shows that respon-
dents in the highest income bracket polled were more likely than 
those in the lowest to favor building more prisons.183

These policy decisions have led to billions of dollars in profits 
for one special interest: the private prison industry. Private prison 
companies are an entire industry built around a profoundly perverse 
incentive: the more people our society puts in prison and the longer 
their sentences, the more money they make.184 And these companies 
have not left this basic math to chance. Over the past thirty years—
the same period in which the number of people incarcerated in 
America has exploded—the industry has employed a deliberate and 
targeted strategy to shape public policy through campaign spending 
and lobbying.185 

Under the rubric of public safety, private prison companies and 
special interest groups, like the American Legislative Exchange 
Council (ALEC), spend millions of dollars to lobby for policies that 
create demand for their product: incarceration. A 2012 Associat-
ed Press review found that Corrections Corporation of America 
(CCA), The GEO Group, and a third privately-held company Man-
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agement and Training Corp. spent at least $45 million in combined 
lobbying and campaign contributions at the federal and state levels 
in the previous decade.186 ALEC is a partnership between approxi-
mately 300 corporations and 2,000 conservative legislators in which 
corporate lobbyists vote alongside legislators on model bills to 
push in state legislatures across the country.187 Together, they have 
successfully lobbied for harsher sentencing laws for non-violent 
offenses, “three-strikes” laws that incarcerate individuals for life, 
mandatory sentencing that removes the ability of judges to consider 
any circumstances outside of the case, and so-called “truth in sen-
tencing” laws that eliminate the option of parole.188 

Their work has paid off. Since securing their first contracts in the 
mid-1980s, private prison companies have experienced growth year 
after year. While the total number of inmates in federal and state 
prisons doubled between 1990 and 2009, the private prison popula-
tion grew 17 times over the same period.189 Substantial profits have 
followed. The two largest for-profit prison companies, CCA and 
GEO Group, saw their annual revenue double over the last decade 
due to the sharp rise in incarcerations.190 Both are now billion-dollar 
companies. 

I N F L U E N C I N G  N A T I O N A L  P O L I C Y

The three largest private prison companies have spent more than 
$24.5 million lobbying Congress since 2000, with the lion’s share in 
expenditures coming from CCA.191 Over that time period CCA paid 
the K Street lobby firm Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP nearly 
$3 million in addition to spending more than $13.5 million lobbying 
on its own behalf.192

CCA claims that “[u]nder longstanding company policy, CCA 
takes no role in the drafting, lobbying or support for immigration 
or crime/sentencing laws.”193 Yet, these issues are core to the indus-
try’s business model,194 and it certainly appears that the industry—at 
times through intermediaries such as ALEC—has put its muscle 
behind policies that will increase demand for its product. As one 
observer told the Associated Press, “[t]hat’s a lot of money to listen 
quietly.”195

At the federal level, for example, the industry has shown great 
interest in the issue of immigration. CCA’s first facility—opened 
more than thirty years ago—was a federal immigrant detention 
center in Houston, Texas, and immigration-related detention 
remains a core part of its business.196 In 2012, approximately one 
quarter of the company’s $1.7 billion in revenue came from contracts 
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with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons for incarcerating non-citizens.197 That same year, 
CCA and GEO Group, combined, took in more than $738 million in 
these contracts.198

With so much revenue dependent upon punitive detention 
practices, the industry has left little to chance. More than $5 million 
of CCA’s own lobbying expenditures and nearly $1.3 million in 
payments to Akin Gump occurred during periods in which the 
issue of immigration or policy related to ICE detention facilities is 
mentioned in lobby disclosure reports.199 The industry’s lobbying 
peaked around 2006 when Congress was debating an overhaul to our 
immigration laws. The outcome, which featured increased border 
enforcement but no pathway to citizenship, was a boon to private 
prison companies’ bottom lines.200

In recent years, the industry has also invested heavily in elected 
officials who favor the kinds of enforcement regimes that fill its 
facilities, including Senators John Cornyn ($24,750 in the 2012 
cycle) and John McCain ($30,000 from CCA employees or PAC).201 
McCain has attempted to codify into federal law the “Operation 
Streamline” program initiated by the Bush Administration and 
carried forward by the Obama Administration.202 The program 
enforces criminal penalties for every undocumented immigrant 
arrested at the boarder, whereas previously most had faced civil 
deportation proceedings. Between 2002 and 2012 the number of im-
migrants sent to private prisons for criminal incarceration jumped 
from 3,300 to more than 23,000, with revenues skyrocketing from 
$760 million to $5.1 billion through multi-year contracts.203

The industry has also used its political muscle at the federal level 
to protect itself from transparency and oversight. It’s lobbying has 
helped kill the bipartisan Private Prison Information Act (PPIA) 
that would have required for-profit prisons to comply with public 
records requests about their federal prison operations.204 More than 
$6.3 million in CCA direct lobbying expenditures occurred during 
periods in which their reports specifically mentioned PPIA.205 This is 
particularly troubling given the abuses noted above.

E V I D E N C E  F R O M  T H E  S T A T E S

The campaign spending and lobbying by for-profit prison 
companies is not limited to the federal level. Through political 
action committees and executives of private prison corporations, 
the industry has given more than $7.3 million to state candidates 
and political parties since 2001.206 In 2010 alone, state spending on 
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candidates and parties by the industry totaled $1.9 million.207 Since 
2003, CCA has employed 204 lobbyists in 32 states and GEO Group 
has employed 79 lobbyists in 17 states.208 The Associated Press found 
that CCA, GEO Group and Management & Training Corp. spent 
at least $8 million lobbying across 10 states, generally those with 
prominent immigration policy debates.209 And, similar to the federal 
level, the influence and success of the private prison industry is clear.

ALEC and the private prison industry have been a formidable 
team. CCA is a former ALEC member and has been the co-chair of 
its Criminal Justice Task Force.210 GEO Group has also participated 
in this task force.211 Working together, the industry has been able 
to leverage significant campaign and lobbying expenditures with 
cozy relationships with conservative legislators to pursue (and often 
achieve) its policy agenda. 

Wisconsin and Ohio provide two examples of this partnership 
in action. When current Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker was a 
state legislator, he was a member of ALEC and used its materials to 
successfully pass a “truth in sentencing” law in 1997, which contrib-
uted to a 14 percent increase in the state’s prison population over 
the following seven years.212 Walker also introduced legislation to 
privatize Wisconsin’s prison system and to allow private prisons 
into the state.213 In December of 2010, CCA contributed $10,000 to 
former ALEC member and current Ohio Governor John Kasich’s 
transition fund. Kasich proceeded to appoint former CCA consul-
tant Gary Mohr as the Director of the Ohio Department of Reha-
bilitation and Correction;214 and approximately six months later the 
Governor signed HB 153, which sold the Lake Erie Correctional 
Institution to Corrections Corporation of America.215 To be clear, 
these contributions were not likely bribes leading directly to official 
action, but rather expressions of a mutually beneficial partnership 
between the private prison industry and ideological allies who 
believe in privatization of public services. 

The private prison industry has even benefited from the political 
spending of organizations that actually oppose its operation. Correc-
tions officers unions, which often represent only public employees, 
for example, have spent millions of dollars to support “tough-on-
crime” policies that increase both the incarcerated population and 
length of sentencing. Unions typically represent the interests of 
working families to balance the power of corporate America, and 
in recent decades their policy agendas have usually aligned with 
the needs of people of color. But, occasionally a particular union’s 
parochial interests will run counter to the greater interests of disad-
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vantaged communities. Corrections officer unions have presented 
this special case. 

California, which faces a perennial prison-crowding crisis, is a 
tragic example. In 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a ruling 
ordering the state to ease overcrowding, with Justice Kennedy 
agreeing with the lower court’s conclusion that prisoners were dying 
as a result.216 The California Correctional Peace Officers Associa-
tion (CCPOA) opposes private prisons, but staunchly supports and 
defends the punitive policies that helped create the current crisis 
and boost the private prison industry’s bottom line, including strict 
sentencing laws and pro-incarceration policies. 

The CCPOA’s political action committee, CCPOA-PAC, is the 
second largest political action committee in California and the 
organization spends $8 million per year on lobbying.217 And, the 
organization has been particularly active in the ballot initiative 
process. In particular, CCPOA contributed $101,000 in 1994 (more 
than $160,000 in 2014 dollars) to pass Proposition 184, California’s 
“three strikes” ballot initiative, which puts three-time offenders in 
jail for lengthy mandatory terms.218 CCPOA also spent more than 
$1 million to successfully defeat Proposition 66 in 2004, a measure 
that would have amended the three-strikes law.219 In 2008, it gave 
$1 million to successfully defeat Proposition 5, which would have 
reduced prison sentences for nonviolent drug offenders.220 CCPOA 
spent more than any other single entity to defeat Proposition 5, four 
times as much as the second highest spender.221

The three strikes law was in place until 2012, when voters 
approved a ballot initiative to soften the policy.222 In this case, 
advocates in favor of the anti-three strikes initiative outspent their 
opponents, but those in favor of harsh sentencing laws didn’t go 
down without a fight. The Peace Officers Research Association 
of California made the single largest contribution to the “Save 3 
Strikes” group, for $100,000.223  In November 2014, voters approved 
a measure reclassifying low-level property and drug offenses as mis-
demeanors.224  Again, proponents outspent opponents and again the 
Peace Officers Research Association made the single largest contri-
bution against the proposition—this time for $230,000.225

Corrections Corporation of America (CCA) has also been a sig-
nificant presence in California politics, spending nearly $300,000 on 
California campaigns during the 2012 cycle.226 In October of 2013, 
Governor Jerry Brown signed a deal to lease a Corrections Corpo-
ration of America prison for $28.5 million per year in order to help 
ease the crowding crisis.227 California paid $214 million to CCA in 
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2012, second only to the federal government.228 All told, California 
houses approximately 12,300 inmates in private prisons, with about 
two-thirds of those in CCA facilities.229 

Private prison companies have not just focused on increasing the 
overall incarcerated population; but have also pursued a narrower 
agenda that harms communities of color in particular. Recent 
research shows that private prisons finely tailor contracts to ensure 
that the people they house are younger on average, because older 
inmates have higher health care costs. Due to historical sentencing 
patterns, aging inmates are more likely to be white while younger in-
carcerated people are far more likely to be people of color.230 Prior to 
the 1980s, most incarcerated people were white.231 However, people 
of color now comprise the majority of the current incarcerated pop-
ulation in large part due to the War on Drugs and its disproportion-
ate criminalization of communities of color.232 Private prisons prefer 
younger people, who are overwhelming people of color, because it 
saves on health care costs and maximizes their profit margins.233

CONCLUSION
The private prison industry’s undemocratic influence on public 

policy has contributed to historic rates of incarceration, particularly 
for people of color. Serving time in prison not only strips productive 
members from their communities, but the negative economic effects 
continue long after incarceration has ended, perpetuating cycles 
of poverty. Communities of color bear a disproportionate burden 
from our nation’s sky-high incarceration rates, and without signifi-
cant changes in criminal justice policy the private prison industry’s 
profits will continue to flourish at the expense of so many young 
men of color. 
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C A S E  S T U DY
T H E  S U B P R I M E  L E N D I N G  C R I S I S

THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPACT 
ON PEOPLE OF COLOR

The subprime mortgage crisis was a national tragedy. For years, 
shortsighted and unscrupulous mortgage lenders pushed American 
borrowers to take out variable rate and high interest loans they could 
only afford if housing prices kept rising at the recent, bubble-inflated 
rate. When the bubble burst millions of borrowers found themselves 
with homes worth far less than their mortgage payments.234 The 
result was a huge number of foreclosures and a shocking national 
loss of wealth. Between the beginning of the crisis and 2011, the 
Center for Responsible Lending estimates that “at least 2.7 million 
households lost their homes to foreclosure.”235 In January of 2012, 
the Federal Reserve reported that, “house prices have fallen an 
average of about 33 percent from their 2006 peak, resulting in about 
$7 trillion in household wealth losses.”236 

The consequences of the subprime-lending crisis have been 
particularly dire for people of color. African American and Latino 
borrowers are almost twice as likely to have been affected by the 
crisis as non-Hispanic whites.237 Among loans originated between 
2004 and 2008, nearly 10 percent of African American and nearly 12 
percent of Latino borrowers have lost their homes to foreclosures, 
compared to 5 percent of whites (see Figure 15). The racial and 
ethnic disparities in these estimated foreclosure rates hold even after 
controlling for differences in income patterns between demograph-
ic group.238 And in total, 1.5 million whites, 635,000 Latinos, and 
397,000 African Americans lost their homes—a much larger share of 
homeowners in communities of color.239

This was not due to the overall creditworthiness of African 
American or Latino borrowers, but rather to the discriminato-
ry practice of pushing predatory loans in communities of color.
According to the Center for Responsible Lending, racial and ethnic 
differences in foreclosure rates persisted even after accounting for 
differences in borrower income.240 This is largely because African 
Americans and Latinos were much more likely than similarly 
situated white borrowers (with the same credit score range) to 
receive high interest rate (subprime) loans and loans with features 
associated with higher foreclosures.241 A National Consumer Law 
Center report found that subprime products were not only sold 
disproportionately to lower-income homeowners, they were also 
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sold disproportionately to borrowers of color, even adjusting for 
income.242 Data from the Federal Reserve shows that during the 
height of subprime lending, more than 53 percent of loans and 49 
percent of refinancing loans made to African American borrowers 
were subprime loans.243 

In fact, the disparities were especially pronounced for borrowers 
with higher credit scores. Among borrowers with a FICO score of 
over 660 (indicating good credit), African Americans and Latinos 
received a high interest rate loan more than three times as often 
as white borrowers.244 Overall, African Americans were 2.8 times 
and Latinos 2.2 times more likely than whites to receive a subprime 
mortgage.245 Many borrowers of color who ended up with subprime 
loans actually qualified for, but did not get, more affordable prime 
loans.246

The subprime crisis came on the heels of longstanding housing 
discrimination in the U.S, and this discrimination exacerbated the 
crisis’ impact on communities of color. A 1996 Federal Reserve Bank 
of Boston study, for example, reported that “even after controlling for 
financial, employment, and neighborhood characteristics, black and 
Hispanic mortgage applicants in the Boston metropolitan area are 
roughly 60 percent more likely to be turned down than whites.”247 
This discrimination resulted in increasing residential segregation,248 

Figure 15. Rates of completed forclosures and serious
delinquencies, by borrower race and ethnicity 
(2004-2008 originations)  

Source: Center for Responsible Lending
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which made it easier for financial institutions to target communi-
ties of color for subprime loans249 and ultimately contributed to the 
housing crisis which disproportionately devastated these communi-
ties.250  

The New York Times reported that Wells Fargo, “saw the black 
community as fertile ground for subprime mortgages, as work-
ing-class blacks were hungry to be a part of the nation’s home-own-
ing mania;” that one loan officer “pushed customers who could 
have qualified for prime loans into subprime mortgages;” and that 
another “stated in an affidavit…that employees had referred to 
blacks as ‘mud people’ and to subprime lending as ‘ghetto loans.’”251 
A Times investigation revealed that black households making 
more than $68,000 a year were nearly five times as likely to hold 
high-interest subprime mortgages as whites of similar or even lower 
incomes.252

And, the least responsible players overall were also the most 
likely to engage in discriminatory lending. Federal Reserve Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Act data indicates that, among mortgage 
lenders that went bankrupt in 2007, black borrowers who received 
loans in 2006 were three times more likely to receive a subprime 
loan than a prime loan, and Latinos were twice as likely, while whites 
borrowing from the same lenders were more likely to receive a prime 
loan. Among the institutions that did not go bankrupt, blacks were 
just as likely to receive a prime as a subprime loan (50.7 percent of 
loans were prime, while Latinos were far more likely receive a prime 
loan (63 percent of loans were prime) and whites received prime 
loans 26 percent of the time.253 

The results of this race-based targeting for subprime loans have 
been catastrophic for communities of color. A 2011 Pew Research 
Center study found that from 2005 to 2009, the median level of 
home equity held by Latino homeowners declined by half—from 
$99,983 to $49,145—while the homeownership rate among Latinos 
also fell, from 51 percent to 47 percent.254 The wealth drop caused by 
the financial crisis was more acute for Latino and African American 
households than white households. During the same period, the 
inflation-adjusted median wealth fell by 66 percent among Latino 
households and 53 percent among black households, compared 
with just 16 percent among white households.255 All told, subprime 
borrowers of color lost between $164 billion and $213 billion from 
2000-2008, which represents the, “greatest loss of wealth for people 
of color in modern US history.”256
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THE ROLE OF MONEY
The political power of mortgage lenders—through high-paid 

lobbyists and major campaign contributions—influenced Congress 
to deregulate the lending industry, loosen consumer protections, and 
convince regulators to look the other way.

In the aftermath of the collapse of the housing market, it became 
clear that banks and financial interests exacerbated the crisis by 
using their influence to water down legislation that would have 
protected consumers and communities. Extensive lobbying and 
targeted campaign contributions gave banks and financial interests 
the leverage to fight consumer protections that could have prevented 
predatory targeting of communities of color.

I N F L U E N C I N G  N A T I O N A L  P O L I C Y

The financial and banking industry is well represented among the 
top 100 contributors to federal campaigns since 1989, with more 
than $272 million in campaign contributions from their corporate 
PACs or employees (see Figure 16).257

Adding to this is the more than $662 million the commercial 
banking industry has spent on lobbying since 1989 (see Figure 
17).258

Their long history of political and electoral spending gave banks 
and the financial industry great leeway to prey on communities of 
color by aggressively advocating for deregulation and by circumvent-
ing existing protections, particularly the Community Reinvestment 
Act (CRA) which requires lenders to provide equitable services to all 

Figure 16. Total contributions to federal campaigns since 1989
From organization (through PAC) and associated individuals

Name Total Contributions 1989-2014

Goldman Sachs $47,062,035 

Citigroup Inc. $33,714,682 

JPMorgan Chase & Co $33,258,194 

American Bankers Association $33,090,521 

Bank of America $28,531,927 

Morgan Stanley $27,130,084 

USB AG $22,422,520 

Credit Suisse Group $17,780,041 

Merrill Lynch $14,965,708 

Wells Fargo $14,763,494 

TOTAL $272,719,206 
Source: Center for Responsive Politics
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client communities.259 The CRA only applies to commercial banks 
and thrifts, not investment banks, non-bank lenders, and mortgage 
brokers.

Banks went around these protections by using subsidiaries, 
affiliates, and funded non-bank lenders or mortgage brokers to 
escape review for abusive lending practices.260 Banks were also free 
to target poor communities and communities of color for abusive 
or predatory lending if there were no bank branches in those com-
munities.261 In addition, it was perfectly legal for mortgage brokers 
to steer customers into paying the highest amount of interest on a 
loan—and they were rewarded for the practice.262 These problems, 
combined with lax mortgage rules and inadequate enforcement 
created perverse incentives that led lenders to make abusive loans.

Ironically, some have tried to blame enforcement of the CRA 
for the housing crisis, when the facts show the opposite is true. 
According to federal data, “[o]nly one of the top 25 subprime 
lenders was directly subject to the housing law that’s being lambasted 
by conservative critics.”263 And, just when federal officials should 
have been strengthening regulations to take full advantage of the 
law’s consumer protections and potentially stave off risky lending 
practices, “[i]n late 2004, the Bush administration announced plans 
to sharply weaken CRA regulations, pulling small and mid-sized 
banks out from under the law’s toughest standards.”264

This loosely regulated landscape represented a huge return on 
investment for the banks and financial institutions that had spent 
millions of dollars on campaign donations and lobbying. Ameriquest 
Mortgage Company, one of the nation’s largest subprime lenders, 

Figure 17. Annual lobbying expenditures 
by commercial banks
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spent $20 million in state and federal political donations between 
2002 and 2006.265 Other subprime lenders, such as Citigroup, Inc., 
Wells Fargo and Company, Countrywide Financial Corporation, and 
the Mortgage Bankers Association also spent heavily on lobbying 
and campaign contributions.266 Citigroup alone spent over $5.44 
million on lobbying in just in 2002.267

And, the most aggressive anti-regulation lobbyers are often 
subjecting consumers to the most risk. An International Monetary 
Fund working paper has identified a connection between lobbying 
activity and negative outcomes for consumers. The report authors 
find that “lenders that lobby more intensively on [mortgage regu-
lation] have (i) more lax lending standards, (ii) greater tendency to 
securitize, and (iii) faster growing mortgage loan portfolios…delin-
quency rates are higher in areas in which lobbying lenders’ mortgage 
lending grew faster.”268 They conclude that their analysis “suggests 
that the political influence of the financial industry can be a source 
of systemic risk” and “provides some support to the view that pre-
vention of future crises might require weakening political influence 
of the financial industry…”269

E V I D E N C E  F R O M  T H E  S T A T E S

The industry’s campaign contributions and lobbying were not 
limited to the federal level, and the impact of pressure in the states is 
clear. Ameriquest, for example, targeted Georgia and New Jersey for 
successful efforts to weaken state consumer protection laws.270

In Georgia, the subprime industry was successful in getting a 
key provision that would have protected many subprime borrowers 
eliminated from the state’s Fair Lending Act. Passed in 2001, the law 
as initially enacted required lenders to prove that a refinancing of 
any home loan less than five years old would provide a “tangible net 
benefit” to the borrower.271 

Ameriquest and others immediately began lobbying the state leg-
islature to remove that provision and began contributing to Georgia 
politicians.272 In 2002, the commercial banking industry was the top 
contributor to Senator Don Cheeks and the Georgia Association of 
Mortgage Bankers was one of the top contributors to Senator Terrell 
Starr, both of whom would eventually introduce the amendments 
that weakened Georgia’s law.273 In addition, in 2002, Citigroup, and 
interests associated with it, made more than $48,000 in contributions 
in the state274 and the Mortgage Banker’s Association of Georgia 
spent more than $40,000.275 Industry lobbying and contributions, 
along with other pressure tactics, led the Georgia legislature to 
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eliminate the tangible net benefit requirement.276 A similar situation 
occurred in New Jersey, and the state rolled back significant portions 
of new laws intended to protect borrowers.277

These rollbacks allowed the mortgage industry to target thousands 
of additional potential customers and set the stage for Georgia’s 
and New Jersey’s severe housing crises. Not surprisingly, both 
states were hit hard by the subprime collapse and are still strug-
gling to recover.278 In 2012, the New York Times reported that 
Atlanta Georgia was, “one of the biggest laggards in the economic 
recovery.”279 Bloomberg reported in 2014 that New Jersey had, 
“surpassed Florida in having the highest share of residential 
mortgages that are seriously delinquent or in foreclosure.”280 Both 
states qualified for the U.S. Treasury Department’s “Hardest Hit 
Funds,” which provides funding to the 18 states (and the District 
of Columbia) hardest hit by the housing crisis.281 And, the African 
American populations of both Georgia and New Jersey are higher 
than the national average (as are New Jersey’s Asian and Latino pop-
ulations), so the housing crisis in these states had a disproportion-
ately large impact on communities of color.282, 283

A  T H U M B  O N  T H E  R E C O V E R Y  S C A L E

Once the bubble started to burst, banks and financial interests 
invested heavily to ensure any legislation meant to clean up their 
mess still protected their bottom line. In the fall of 2009, as the 
worst of the recession hit the housing market “…34 members of 
the U.S. House of Representatives that offered amendments to 
weaken consumer protections in the House financial reform package 
received $3.8 million in campaign contributions from the financial 
sector in 2009, an average of $111,000 each.”284 

The American Bankers Association (ABA) also spent $26 million 
on lobbying between 2009 and 2011.285 Among the largest targets of 
their lobbying in 2009 was the Helping Families Save Their Homes 
Act of 2009, which provided foreclosure relief to families affected 
by the mortgage crisis.286 While the bill did provide important 
protections, lobbyists were able to successfully eliminate a crucial 
component that would have allowed bankruptcy judges to write 
down mortgages on a primary residence to the current fair-mar-
ket value of the property. The provision would have also allowed 
bankruptcy judges to monitor and stop the practice of banks using 
fraudulent documents to foreclose on homeowners.287

In addition, during the 2010 campaign cycle, individuals and 
political action committees associated with the commercial banking 
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industry gave more than $22 million to federal candidates, commit-
tees and parties.288 The ABA alone gave more than $3.8 million to 
House and Senate candidates with an average contribution close to 
$6,000.289 These efforts have forestalled strong, consumer-friendly 
responses to the housing crisis.

CONCLUSION
Even through the housing crisis, homeownership continues to be 

a critical pathway to building wealth for low- and moderate-income 
households.290 Yet, the outsized role of big money in politics has con-
tributed to a significant erosion of the American dream in the past 
decade. The subprime mortgage crisis is a textbook example of how 
corporate interests, backed by millions in campaign contributions 
and lobbying, were able to maximize their profits while households 
of color faced the greatest loss of wealth from their communities in 
modern history. 
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C A S E  S T U DY
T H E  M I N I M U M  WA G E

THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPACT 
ON PEOPLE OF COLOR

The minimum wage directly or indirectly affects millions of 
American workers. In 2013, 1.5 million workers earned the federal 
minimum wage of $7.25 per hour, and another 1.8 million earned 
less.291 Less than half the workforce is covered by a higher state-level 
minimum.292

After peaking in 1968, the real value of the federal minimum wage 
has declined fairly steadily ever since. State minimum wages have in 
general also not kept pace with inflation, meaning that for the vast 
majority of minimum wage earners, purchasing power has declined 
over the past four decades (see Figure 18).

The lack of wage growth at the bottom is a huge problem for 
millions of Americans because minimum wage purchasing power 
is clearly insufficient. Working 40 hours per week at the federal 
minimum wage for 52 weeks over the course of the year (no 
vacation), a worker earns only $15,080 per year, which is below 
poverty level for a two-person household.293 As McDonalds in-
advertently highlighted in 2013 by issuing a sample budget for its 
employees,294 this is not enough to live on, and many minimum 
wage workers depend upon multiple jobs, government programs 
such as food stamps and Medicaid, and mounting debt just to get 
by.295

People of color have paid a particularly high price for the stagnant 
minimum wage, a fact that lead The Leadership Conference 

Figure 18. Federal and state average real minimum wage
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Education Fund—the public education arm of the nation’s leading 
civil and human rights coalition—to partner with the Georgetown 
Law School Center on Poverty and Inequality to release an October 
2014 report titled Improving Wages, Improving Lives: Why raising 
the minimum wage is a civil and human rights issue.296 The report 
notes that “raising the minimum wage was a key demand of the 1963 
March on Washington.”297 

And for good reasons that unfortunately persist. Latinos and 
African Americans are a disproportionate share of minimum wage 
workers298 and a disproportionate share of workers making pov-
erty-level wages overall (see Figure 19). In 2013, 42.2 percent of 
workers earning poverty wages were Latino and 35.7 percent black, 
whereas whites represented just 22.5 percent in spite of being the 
majority of the workforce.299 The median hourly wage for white men 
in 2011 was 39 percent greater than the median wage for black men 
and 55 percent greater than the median for Hispanic men.300 

There is also a stark gender gap with respect to minimum wage 
work, meaning that women of color are far more likely to work 
for the minimum than any other demographic. Women make up 
60 percent of full-time minimum wage workers, and twenty-two 
percent of minimum wage workers are women of color.301 Women 
also make up two-thirds of all tipped workers, who earn a minimum 
wage of just $2.13 per hour.302 Ten percent of tipped workers are 
Asian, more than 10 percent are African American, and nearly 20 
percent are Latino.303

Raising the minimum wage would lift millions of workers out 

Figure 19. Share of workers earning poverty-level wages, by race 
and ethnicity (1973-2013)
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of poverty, including millions of workers of color.304 In total, if the 
minimum wage were raised to $10.10 an hour, more than 3.5 million 
workers of color would be lifted out of poverty.305 Nearly 25 percent 
of all affected workers would be Latino, though Latinos comprise only 
16 percent of the overall workforce.306 Likewise, more than 14 percent 
of workers affected would be African American,307 while African 
Americans comprise only 12 percent of the overall workforce.308 
Twenty eight percent of all African American workers and 32 percent 
of all Latino workers would benefit from an increased minimum 
wage.309 Asian Americans could see their wages rise a collective $2.4 
billion if the wage were raised to just over $10 per hour.310 Critically, 
raising the floor doesn’t just help workers earning the minimum, but 
creates upward pressure on wages that would boost earnings for more 
than 11 million workers currently earning more than $10 per hour.311

Some have claimed that raising the minimum wage would cost jobs 
for the very people advocates seek to help. This view, conveniently 
forwarded by industry trade groups,312 is not borne out by the facts. 
The 13 states that have recently increased their minimum wages have 
had above-average employment growth in recent months.313 The 
Economic Policy Institute estimates that raising the federal minimum 
wage incrementally to $10.10 per hour by 2016 would actually create 
85,000 new jobs during the phase-in period.314

Average family income and employment stability are two factors re-
sponsible for the widening wealth gap between communities of color 
and white communities.315 For many workers of color, a stagnant 
minimum wage and sustained levels of high unemployment have 
prevented the economic stability needed for wealth accumulation. For 
these reasons, African American and Latino civil rights organizations 
have made raising the minimum wage a key priority in recent years.316

THE ROLE OF MONEY
Increasing the minimum wage is widely popular with the general 

public and would help millions of struggling families. Yet the 
minimum wage remains stagnant at the federal level and in many 
states because it is not a priority for the affluent, and because business 
interests actively advocate against raising it. In contrast, a low capital 
gains tax rate is generally unpopular among the public but continues 
to receive favorable treatment because affluent and corporate interest 
support keeping it low. The result is that millions of workers, particu-
larly workers of color, face increasing levels of economic insecurity.
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A  P R I O R I T Y  F O R  P E O P L E  O F  C O L O R , 

B U T  N O T  F O R  T H E  W E A L T H Y

In addition to providing more economic stability for workers, in-
creasing the minimum wage would be a popular move for Congress. 
Consistently, the public overwhelmingly supports raising the 
minimum wage. More than 70 percent of Americans support raising 
the federal minimum wage to nine dollars,317 and 78 percent support 
a minimum wage high enough to keep families with at least one 
full-time worker out of poverty.318

Support for raising the minimum wage is even higher within com-
munities of color, where 86 percent support raising the minimum 
wage (see Figure 20).319 In fact, 93 percent of African Americans and 
83 percent of Latino Americans support raising the minimum wage 
to $10.10 per hour and adjusting it for the cost of living in subse-
quent years.320

In contrast, raising the minimum wage is not a priority for affluent 
individuals. A recent survey of individuals with an average income 
over $1 million found that only 40 percent of them supported having 
a minimum wage high enough so that a family with one full time 
worker would not live in poverty—about half the level of support 
reported by the general public (see Figure 21).321 The difference in 
support for increasing the minimum wage is not surprising since 

Figure 20. Support for raising minimum wage to $9 per hour, 
by race & income

Source: Gallup, March 2013 
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Figure 21. Support for minimum wage high enough to keep family 
with full time worker out of poverty

Source: Page, Bartels, and Seawright (2013)
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the policy does not affect affluent people the way it does low-wage 
workers. As discussed above, these affluent Americans provide a 
substantial and highly disproportionate share of campaign funding 
for elected officials.

In addition, many business owners and corporations actively 
oppose raising the wage. These businesses, or individuals associated 
with them, spend significant amounts of money on elections. For 
example, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, which strongly opposes 
raising the minimum wage, spent at least $36.1 million directly on 
election activities in the 2012 cycle—a fraction of the money spent 
by the corporations associated with the Chamber and individuals 
who work for them.322 Twenty trade associations that oppose an 
increase in the minimum wage—including heavyweights such as 
the Chamber and the National Restaurant Association—collectively 
spent more than $91 million lobbying Congress in 2013 alone.323
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P U B L I C  S U P P O R T ,  B U T  L I T T L E  A C T I O N  F R O M  C O N G R E S S

The overwhelming support for higher wages among the public 
and communities of color has resulted in a strong grassroots 
movement to raise the minimum wage. After implementing a system 
of publicly-funded elections that reduced the influence of special 
interests in the legislature, Connecticut increased its minimum wage 
in 2008.324 Connecticut plus nine other states and DC have raised 
the wage in 2014, and a total of 34 states considered increases during 
the legislative session.325 

Thousands of workers in fast food, retail, and other industries 
have risked their jobs and livelihoods over the past two years by 
striking for higher pay and the right to join a union.326 President 
Obama recently signed an executive order raising the minimum 
wage for federal contractors to $10.10 per hour.327 And, Seattle 
recently enacted the nation’s highest minimum wage, which will 
ultimately reach $15 per hour.328

Yet in spite of this momentum, Congress and many states have 
allowed the real value of the minimum wage to decline in recent 
decades. Before it was increased in 2007, the federal minimum wage 
was stuck at $5.15 per hour for ten years.329 It has now been more 
than five years since it was last increased.330 While troubling, this 
is not surprising given the recent study (noted above) by Princeton 
and Northwestern political scientists which found that wealthy 
Americans and organized business interests have a strong impact on 
policy outcomes, while average voters have virtually none.331 

T H E  C O N T R A S T :  A F F L U E N T  A N D  C O R P O R A T E  I N T E R E S T S

S U P P O R T ,  A N D  R E C E I V E ,  A  L O W  C A P I T A L  G A I N S  T A X  R A T E

Increasing the minimum wage may not directly affect many 
affluent Americans, but the capital gains tax rate certainly does. 
Keeping the capital gains rate low is also a top tax priority for the 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce and other business groups.332 

Affluent households get the lion’s share of capital gains. The 
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities estimated that in 2012, the 
top one percent of households received 71 percent of all capital 
gains.333 The small percentage of households that benefit from 
a low capital gains tax rate happens to overlap almost perfectly 
with the “donor class,” the wealthy individuals who comprise a 
tiny percentage of the public and yet account for the majority of 
campaign donations.334 Of those who contribute more than $200 to 
a campaign, 85 percent have annual household incomes of $100,000 
or more.335 An annual income of $100,000 puts a household in the 
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top 20 percent of income earners—the same class that receives 94 
percent of capital gains.336 

Those who benefit from capital gains are also overwhelmingly 
white. People of color invest in stocks and financial instruments 
at lower rates than whites so they receive less benefit from capital 
gains.337 Nearly 85 percent of the top quintile of income earners, 
who also receive 94 percent of all capital gains, are white.338

Congress has taken repeated action to lower the capital gains tax 
rate despite polls long showing that a majority of Americans think 
that capital gains should be taxed at the same rate as income.339 
Congress lowered taxes on capital gains in 1997, again in 2001, 
and once more in 2003. (Congress also sharply cut the top rate on 
dividend income in 2003.) 

As a result of these tax changes, the tax rate on capital gains 
reached a near-record low during the late 1990s up through 2012 
when the top tax rate for capital gains was increased to 20 percent, as 
part of the “fiscal cliff ” deal.340 Only for one brief period in the late 
1980s and early 1990s did tax policy comply with the public prefer-
ence that capital gains be taxed at the same rate as ordinary income 
(see Figure 22). 

Figure 22. Maximum tax rates on capital gains & ordinary income 
(1954-2013)

Source: DOL
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CONCLUSION
Raising the minimum wage is popular with the public, but not the 

wealthy. Candidates, who understand that fundraising is essential to a 
successful campaign, have a significant incentive to oppose raising the 
minimum wage and often little or no financial incentive to support it. 
Unions have lobbied heavily for increasing the wage and are substan-
tial players in election and advocacy campaigns—but they are con-
sistently and substantially outspent by wealthy donors and corporate 
interests.341 The opposite relationship is true with the capital gains 
tax rate—a low rate is unpopular with the public but enjoys strong 
support from the donor class. 

The result, in our big money system, is economic policy that 
benefits the wealthy (largely white) minority, and leaves people of 
color the rest of low- and middle-income America behind. Even 
though far fewer Americans benefit from capital gains than from an 
increased minimum wage, Congress maintains a special lower tax rate 
on capital gains but refuses to increase the wage. The real value of the 
minimum wage is lower now than it was in 1968, leaving millions of 
workers—who are disproportionately people of color—struggling to 
stay afloat.342
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C A S E  S T U DY
PA I D  S I C K  D AY S  I N  C O N N E C T I C U T

THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPACT 
ON PEOPLE OF COLOR

One hundred and forty-five countries, including nearly all of the 
most prosperous ones, guarantee their workers at least a few paid 
days each year to take care of themselves or their loved ones when 
they fall ill.343 The United States is an exception. Unlike Australia, 
Canada, the Netherlands or the United Kingdom, the U.S. does not 
require employers to provide even short-term paid sick leave for their 
employees.344

As a result, more than 41 million U.S. workers (39 percent) lack the 
option of taking paid days to recover from illness or care for sick family 
members.345 And many of those left out are workers who can least 
afford to take unpaid time off. Almost all high-income workers—close 
to nine out of every ten in the top quartile—enjoy the benefit of paid 
sick leave.346 But only about one third of workers in the bottom quartile 
of wage earners have access to paid sick days.347 That number drops to 
21 percent for workers in the bottom tenth.348

What, exactly, are low-income parents without sick leave protections 
supposed to do when their young children come down with the flu? 
The economic impact of taking unpaid days off work can be devastat-
ing for working families. The Economic Policy Institute (EPI) estimates 
that, even in a two-parent household in which both parents earn $10 
per hour (well above minimum wage), the loss of three and a half days 
of one parent’s pay would cost the family a month of groceries.349 Just 
three days of unpaid leave would cost almost a month of health care.350 
Sixteen percent of Americans report that they have lost a job because 
they took time off to care for themselves or a sick family member and 
another 14 percent have feared losing their jobs.351 

The costs spread far beyond these families, affecting the broader 
economy and public health. Workers without paid leave are less likely 
to seek preventive medical care such as cancer screenings352 and more 
likely to go to work sick, putting coworkers’ and customers’ health at 
risk. Research suggests that offering a single paid sick day could reduce 
flu transmission by 25 percent and two paid days could cut it by almost 
two-fifths.353

Access to paid sick days is an issue of particular concern to the 
Latino community. While 64 percent of white workers and 62 percent 
of African American workers have access to paid sick days, fewer than 
half of Latino workers enjoy the same benefit.354
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The Role of Money
Unsurprisingly, given the benefits outlined above, the vast 

majority of Americans favor proposals to guarantee workers paid 
sick days. Polls consistently find support for paid sick day laws at 
around 70 to 75 percent of the population.355 And this is one issue 
on which Americans all along the political spectrum agree. Major-
ities of not just Democrats but also Independents and Republicans 
support paid sick day laws. Indeed, most Americans on both sides 
of the aisle believe paid sick days are a basic worker’s right, akin to 
being paid a decent wage.356

Though support for paid sick day laws is high across the board, 
it’s often a particular priority for people of color and lower-income 
workers. Ninety percent of African Americans support paid sick 
day laws and African Americans and Hispanics are disproportion-
ately likely to consider paid sick leave a basic worker’s right (see 
Figure 23). Eighty percent of Hispanics and 95 percent of African 
Americans count it as a fundamental right, compared to 74 percent 
of whites. Similarly, eighty percent of workers earning $20,000 per 
year or less support paid sick day proposals compared to 73 percent 
of those making $80,000 or more and nine out of ten lower-wage 
workers consider paid sick leave a basic worker’s right versus seven 
of ten workers in the highest-income bracket.357

Despite the overwhelming public support for paid sick day laws, 
however, there is no federal law mandating paid sick days and, 
before 2011, not a single state had such a law on the books.

The lack of paid sick day laws isn’t due to a lack of legislative 

Figure 23. Agree paid sick laws “basic worker right” 
by race & income
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proposals. The Healthy Families Act, which would give workers 
throughout the nation the opportunity to earn paid sick days, has 
been introduced in every Congress since the 108th in 2003-2004.358 
At the state level, lawmakers in about 20 states have introduced paid 
sick leave bills in the last two years alone.359

However, opposition from business interests has impeded 
progress on these proposals. National organizations, such as the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce, the National Federation of Independent 
Business360 and the National Restaurant Association, have lined 
up against the Healthy Families Act.361 And their state and local 
counterparts have taken a similar line against state and municipal 
proposals. 362

Connecticut’s experience with paid sick days offers an example 
of this dynamic. The state’s chamber of commerce, the Connecticut 
Business & Industry Association (CBIA), was an immediate and 
vocal opponent of paid sick day legislation.363 Its anti-paid sick day 
push received early support from then-Governor Jodi Rell.364 Rell, 
who received campaign contributions from the CBIA and positioned 
herself as staunchly pro-business, threatened to veto any paid sick 
day bill the state General Assembly passed.365 

CBIA’s efforts were also bolstered by another beneficiary of its 
campaign spending, then-Speaker of the Connecticut House James 
Amann.366 With leadership opposing the bill, it stalled in the state 
House. Despite receiving favorable reports from multiple joint leg-
islative committees and passing the state Senate with votes to spare, 
the bill wasn’t put up to a vote of the full House while Amann held 
the speakership.367

But Connecticut is also a good example of how to change the 
dynamic. In late 2005, the state passed a “fair elections” system 
that provides an option for candidates for statewide constitution-
al offices and General Assembly to receive a public grant to fund 
their campaigns.368 These candidates must qualify for the system by 
raising a set amount of funding from a sufficient number of small 
donors and agree to certain spending limits. The program took effect 
for the 2008 General Assembly elections. In the first year it was 
available for gubernatorial elections, progressive candidate Daniel 
Malloy used his grant to win the 2010 race.369

That win changed the game for paid sick days in Connecticut. 
Malloy staked out a very different position on the issue than his 
primary and general election opponents, Democratic small busi-
nessmen Ned Lamont and Republican Tom Foley respectively. In a 
conversation with the Connecticut Mirror, Lamont said, “I think we 
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deal with sick leave just fine at the small-business level where I live. 
I’m not sure I need the government stepping in and putting another 
mandate on businesses like mine.”370 Foley took this a step further, 
saying that the paid sick day legislation was “a job killing policy 
and will make Connecticut radioactive in terms of trying to bring 
employers here… [F]or the state legislature to mandate employers 
to provide it is idiotic.”371 Malloy, by contrast, enthusiastically 
supported the bill. He campaigned on paid sick days and continued 
to champion them when in office.372

And Malloy’s win probably would not have been possible without 
public financing. A leader of the paid sick day campaign, Connecti-
cut Working Families’ Lindsay Farrell, notes that “Connecticut’s 
public financing system helped us to pass paid sick days because, 
in the Democratic primary, there was a multimillionaire who spent 
tons of money and the general election had a Republican who was a 
multimillionaire. Without public financing, [Malloy] wouldn’t have 
been both competitive and progressive.” Public financing “allowed 
him to be competitive in a race at that level without compromising 
on an issue like paid sick days.”373

By the time Malloy took office, the state House speakership had 
also changed hands. Publicly-funded progressive Chris Donovan 
had replaced moderate Amann at the head of the House and, 
unlike Amann, he backed the paid sick day proposal.374 With 
Donovan leading one chamber, publicly-funded Senate President 
Donald Williams, Jr. leading the other, and Malloy in the gover-
nor’s mansion, the paid sick day bill sped through the legislative 
process.375 Before the end of the first year of Malloy’s first term in 
office, he had signed it into law, making Connecticut the first—
and, until California earlier this year, only—state in the nation to 
guarantee workers access to paid sick days.376

The Effects of Paid Sick Days
Connecticut’s paid sick day legislation expanded the number of 

Connecticut workers with access to paid sick days at little or no cost 
to local businesses. Service workers in companies with 50 employees 
or more are now guaranteed the opportunity to earn paid time off 
to care for themselves or their families during an illness. Contrary 
to the concerns the CBIA raised, the negative impact of the paid 
sick day law on businesses seems to have been modest—with some 
employers even seeing positive effects.377 Within eighteen months 
of the law going into effect, 77 percent of Connecticut employers 
supported the paid sick day law.378
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CONCLUSION
Connecticut’s paid sick day law is a testament to the power of 

public financing to swing the political pendulum towards voters and 
away from wealthy interests. When elected officials are dependent on 
corporate donors to fund their campaigns, business interests enjoy 
disproportionate sway over the policymaking process. They can 
block policies they perceive as against their interests and drown out 
opposing voices.

When candidates have access to public financing, they can 
run—and win—on policies that are supported by voters and benefit 
working- and middle-class families and people of color. Changing 
the way campaigns are funded can change the debate, ensuring 
that a wider range of voices is heard, and elevating candidates and 
policies that are better aligned with the preferences of the general 
public and more responsive to constituents’ needs.
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C A S E  S T U DY
B U I L D I N G  P O W E R  T O  G E T  B I G  M O N E Y  O U T 
O F  P O L I T I C S  B Y  O R G A N I Z I N G  O N  V O T I N G 
R I G H T S 

by takeaction minnesota

“Through grassroots organizing to build indepen-
dent political power, we are creating a virtuous cycle 
where our communities achieve meaningful progress on 
critical issues and in the process, come to believe that 
the promise of a government of, by and for the people 
is not only still possible, but worth fighting for.”

VOTER ID L AWS IN THE UNITED STATES
Thirty states have enacted some sort of voter identification law.379 

These statutes appeared in statehouses across the country immedi-
ately after the 2008 national election, when 89.6 percent of registered 
voters cast a ballot, the largest proportion in forty years.380 The surge 
in participation reflected a more diverse electorate, what is now 
called the “Rising American Electorate.” In response, conservative 
lawmakers proposed 62 strict new voter ID bills in 37 states in 2011 
and 2012.381 They received inspiration from ALEC, the American 
Legislative Exchange Council, a think-tank funded by major corpo-
rations, which drafted, circulated and publicized model photo ID 
legislation throughout the country.382

Supporters of voter ID laws claim they are concerned with voter 
fraud, but there is little evidence of fraud to be found. Between 2000 
and 2010, 441 Americans were killed by lightning strikes, but only 
13 credible cases of in-person voting fraud were documented.383 
The broader intent of the laws appears to be to shift political and 
economic power. 

Voter ID laws have a particular meaning in the context of today’s 
growing wealth inequality, greater than it has been in nearly 100 
years. Those on the bottom rung of the economic ladder—low-in-
come people, people of color, students, seniors—experience the 
economy very differently from the corporate executives who fund 
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ALEC. Voter restriction laws protect the interests of an economic 
elite that uses campaign contributions to promote their economic 
interests and advance privatization, deregulation, attacks on workers’ 
and women’s rights, and an end to immigration reform. 

Eleven percent of voting-age Americans lack government issued 
photo identification cards, and the number is higher among those on 
the losing end of income inequality: students, African Americans, 
immigrants, seniors and low-income voters.384 A recent report by 
the non-partisan Government Accountability Office (GAO) bore 
out fears that voter ID laws could reduce voting by under-represent-
ed groups: new voter identification requirements passed in Kansas 
and Tennessee suppressed overall voter turnout by between two and 
three percent compared to similar states without these laws, with 
the strongest deterrent effects among young people and African 
American voters.385

Suppressing the vote increases the power of money in politics. The 
people whose votes are most easily suppressed are the most socially 
and economically marginalized voters. Low-income voters already 
vote less reliably than wealthier voters, and increasing the barriers 
to the franchise reduces their turnout disproportionately. Thus voter 
restriction measures leave a wealthier electorate. Only a small elite 
has the resources to make their voices heard by writing checks, but 
the vote is (or should be) available to everyone.386 

Voter restriction measures thus translate the economic gap 
between rich and poor into a political gap between donors and 
voters. They allow wealthy people to control the political system the 
way they already control the economy. Thus it is no surprise that the 
same corporate interests that seek to undermine campaign contri-
bution limits also support measures to restrict the franchise. On the 
flip side, grassroots efforts to preserve and expand voting rights are 
central to any strategy to oppose corporate influence over politics. 

ALEC BRINGS VOTER 
RESTRICTION TO MINNESOTA

In the spring of 2011, Minnesota’s governor vetoed a bill that 
would have required a photo ID to vote.387 The bill’s author, the state 
chair for ALEC, circumvented the governor and placed the measure 
on the ballot as a constitutional amendment in time for the 2012 
election.388 

Minnesota was a prime target of the national voter restriction 
movement. The state consistently led the nation in voter turnout,389 
and the non-partisan FairVote has ranked its electoral system as 
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the most democratic of all 50 states.390 In their ambition to take 
down the country’s best functioning democracy, the proponents 
of voter restriction crafted one of the toughest voter suppression 
policies in the nation. The proposed statute would have required 
voters to present a current government-issued ID without exemp-
tions, not even for military voters, absentee voters, or nursing home 
residents.391 It would have all but eliminated same-day registration, 
a program used by more than half a million voters, with high par-
ticipation of people of color.392 These restrictions would have been 
enshrined in the state constitution, making it very hard to amend or 
remove.

A poll conducted by the Minneapolis Star-Tribune in May 2011 
showed 80 percent public support for the proposal.393 One headline 
read, “Slam Dunk: Minnesotans Love Photo ID.”394 But a small 
cadre of organizations with electoral experience and roots in com-
munities of color, knew something the pollsters didn’t: the voter 
ID amendment could be defeated. TakeAction Minnesota knew 
this level of public support was a result of the misleading “fraud-
free elections” narrative that was drummed-up by the bill’s propo-
nents.395 We immediately took to the streets and started canvassing 
door-to-door. We had just 18 months before the measure would 
appear on the ballot. Our volunteers found that while most voters 
were predisposed to support a photo ID to vote, a trusted member 
of their community could often change their mind by helping them 
to understand the impact of requiring IDs. Our canvassing team 
discovered latent anger amongst community members who saw the 
measure as an attempt by powerful corporate interests to silence 
them. This anger proved the key ingredient to defeating the initia-
tive. 

HOW GRASSROOTS ORGANIZERS 
DEFEATED VOTER RESTRICTION 

Two community groups—ISAIAH, Neighborhoods Organiz-
ing for Change—along with the local Communications Workers 
of America (CWA) and SEIU union locals, joined TakeAction 
Minnesota to launch a grassroots organizing campaign to defeat the 
amendment. We knew that in order to win, we needed to talk to our 
communities both about the use of racial anxiety to promote the bill, 
and about the corporate interests and donors who were the financial 
backers.

We also set out to change the media narrative. We organized a 
“week of action” where different organizations led direct action 
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protests and media events. TakeAction Minnesota released a report 
showing the state’s largest banks and financial institutions were the 
primary funders of the legislators promoting the voter restriction 
law.396 We turned out 300 people for a silent protest at the state 
capitol with dollar bills pasted over our mouths. From that point 
forward, the news media began to describe photo ID as “controver-
sial.”397

Next, TakeAction Minnesota exposed the explicit racism of the 
voter ID campaign. On the campaign’s website was a caricature of 
fraudulent voters. First in line was an African American man in a 
prison jumpsuit, next a Latino dressed as a mariachi.398 The ad was 
in line with proponents’ strategy to fuel their campaign with racial 
anxiety. By drawing attention to the racism, we put the voter restric-
tion campaign on the defensive. 

Opponents of voter restriction initially had almost no money, 
so we built the vote no campaign on the existing infrastructure of 
grassroots organizations. Community organizers and volunteers 
were the backbone of a massive grassroots campaign called Our 
Vote, Our Future, which reached voters across the state. Volunteers 
and staff steadfastly refused to debate the false notion of voter fraud, 
and focused instead on the consequences, complications and cost of 
the voter restriction amendment (the name we gave the measure and 
used in all public communications). As important as this message 
were our messengers: grassroots volunteers who belonged to the 
communities where we canvassed. Volunteers persuaded unsure 
voters to vote no, and encouraged no voters to show up on Election 
Day. One voter at a time, these volunteers made the difference. Alto-
gether, 80 grassroots organizations eventually joined the campaign, 
each connecting the issues its constituency cared most about to the 
need for full, unrestricted, civic participation.

On October 9, 2012 the campaign had raised the resources to 
launch our first TV advertisement. By that time, the tide of one-
on-one conversations with voters, letters to the editors and articles 
in local papers had dropped support for the amendment from 
80 percent to 51 percent—well within striking distance.399 Take-
Action Minnesota alone organized more than 3,200 volunteers, 
who attempted to reach 800,000 voters and spoke with more than 
117,000. The whole campaign reached more than 400,000 voters. By 
Election Day, more than a million voters had changed their minds 
(one out of every three) and the voter restriction amendment went 
down to defeat 52 percent to 46 percent.400 Minnesota was the first, 
and is still the only, state in the country to defeat a voter ID proposal 
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on the ballot.
The defeat of the amendment was a blow for its corporate backers. 

It also strengthened the grassroots organizations that opposed the 
initiative. We built our capacity by expanding our volunteer base, 
growing our email list and online followings, forging new relation-
ships with reporters and media, and building powerful new coali-
tions across communities and issue interests. Many of the legislators 
who had backed voter ID were swept out of office. As the political 
landscape shifted, the organizations that led the campaign to defeat 
voter restriction had new authority and power to advance our 
agendas.

 
THE NEXT STEP: EMPOWERING 
DISENFRANCHISED VOTERS

Defeating the voter restriction amendment helped preserve the 
power of ordinary people to have a say in their political system, and 
reduce the influence of money in politics. While we are working to 
align with other state-based community organizations and national 
organizations working to pass campaign finance policy reforms and 
transform the Supreme Court’s approach to money in politics, we 
are also going on the offensive here in Minnesota to reclaim control 
of our democracy, and to open the doors to participation for people 
who have been excluded from the right to vote. 

TakeAction Minnesota, along with the leadership of our allies, has 
begun a campaign to restore the vote to one of the most disadvan-
taged and reviled groups in the state: people with criminal records. 

Minnesotans charged with a felony lose the right to vote until they 
are released from supervision. There are currently 63,000 people 
in the state who live at home, participate in their community, work 
to support their families and pay their taxes, and yet are unable to 
vote due to a past criminal conviction.401 The number has increased 
in recent years as felony convictions and sentence lengths have 
expanded, especially for non-violent related offenses. Since 1974, the 
number of voting age Minnesotans disenfranchised as a result of a 
criminal conviction has increased by more than 400%.402

Felony disenfranchisement in Minnesota disproportionately 
affects African American and American Indian men. In 2011, nearly 
16,000 African Americans were disenfranchised in Minnesota, 
roughly eight percent of African Americans of voting age.403 A 
quarter of the disenfranchised are African Americans and six 
percent are American Indians, far exceeding their proportion in the 
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population.404 Felon voter restriction has long-lasting repercussions 
for communities of color, since children whose parents don’t vote are 
themselves less likely to participate in the democratic process.405 

TakeAction Minnesota has joined with others under the banner 
of Restore the Vote, a broad coalition supporting legislation that 
would allow citizens to vote as long as they are not incarcerated. 
Since voting is a powerful symbolic act of community contribution, 
the reform we support will promote successful reintegration into the 
community for returning citizens.406 

Organizers are using similar community engagement strate-
gies to those that we used to defeat voter ID. During the fall of 
2014, our volunteers are knocking on doors and calling voters by 
phone to build and demonstrate broad public support. Other vol-
unteers are circulating petitions, signing up supporters, meeting 
with decision-makers, hosting educational forums, writing letters 
to the editor, and using Twitter and Facebook to get the word out. 
Once again, a powerful coalition of community groups, election 
officials and advocates have come together from across the political 
spectrum to stand up for the right to vote. 

BUILDING POWER TO TAKE 
ON BIG MONEY IN POLITICS

Like the defeat of voter suppression efforts, how we wage the 
campaign to restore the vote is as important as the policy victory 
itself. Through grassroots organizing we are creating a virtuous cycle 
where our communities achieve meaningful progress on critical 
issues and in the process come to believe the promise of a govern-
ment of, by and for the people—not just wealthy elites—is not only 
still possible, but worth fighting for. 

In the 1990s and 2000s we learned a valuable lesson in our 
work to curtail money in politics, a lesson that was affirmed in the 
campaign to defeat of the voter restriction amendment: building a 
broad-based grassroots movement for democracy reforms requires 
people to connect the “bread and butter” issues of economic op-
portunity, social inclusion and racial justice to the ideas of unfet-
tered democratic participation and self-determination. Through 
protecting voting rights and developing a holistic pro-democracy 
agenda, we are building the people power we’ll need to both support 
national efforts to change money in politics policy through Congress 
and the courts and to mobilize for small donor democracy here in 
Minnesota.
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